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INTERVENTION AGAIN
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TURKS RETREAT IN

USE SPIRIT

SEEKS NEAR AT HAND

NO.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. According to.,
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 1. The people of
the police, Mrs. Charles N. Conway", y
Utica will be given an opportunity toarrested yesterday at Lima, Ohio,
day to make outward manifestation of
with her husband, today confessed the
their regard for their fellowtow'nBman;:
murder" of Miss Sophia G. Singer of
ArrangeSherman.,
Baltimore.'
"She has owned up to the murder,"
ments have been made to have the
2
said a police official, "but says she
body lie In state at the court house
- she
had uttie to do with it
says SHE HOPES THAT LITTLE GLASS BALL from 3 o'clock until !) this evening.
that Conway knocked the Singer
WILL EFFECT HER ACQUITTAL OF The body' has been placed in a heavy
HIGH OFFICERS OF NAVY MAKE HASTY PREPARATIONS TO TAKE IRON girl down with a billy made of a door
mahogany casket and will be removed DESPERATE EFFORT TO BLOCK ADVANCE CF BULGARIANS ON CONSTANTIknob in a handkerchief, with a shoe- MURDERING HER OWN SON, BUT (from the
Sherman home at 2:"()
ORDER
FOLLOWING
ELECTION FOR
HAND METHODS IN RESTORING
NOPLE FAILS AND OTTOMAN HORDES POUR IN PANIC STRICKEN FLIGHT
o'clock. There will be an honorary esTHINK
HER ATTORNEYS
heiress.
the
of
robbing
cort to the court house while the pro
PRESIDENT BEING HELD THERE TO DAY
INTO SACRED CITY WHERE ALL CHRISTIANS MAY BE MASSACRED
"We thought she had more money
cession will he neaded Dy two com
than she did," she said. "Charlie did
panies of the national guard.
it all. All I did was to throw the
At 9 o'clock the body will be returnblanket over her when we left. I
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. Mrs. Louise ed to the family residence to rest for
WARSHIPS AND MARINES ARE ALL
POWERS WATCH CONFLICT READY TO
didn't think she was dead." .
Lindloff, the seeress, charged with the last night. After a brief service
the
told
then
woman
The Conway
at 1 o'clock tomorrow in
the murder of her 15 year old son, Ar of prayer
which only the family will participate,
READY TO TAKE CHARGE ONCE MORE officials they announced, that sj,e
INTERVENE AT PROPER MOMENT
thur, expects to know by , Saturday the body will be taken to the First
would tell the whole story.
held
of
to
tho
the
police ponding night whether the message
good Presbyterian church and thence
Worthen',
by
up of the mystery, though chepr she clalms to. have ,.Pa(j
the cemetery.
clearing
of1.
has come to feel himself more depend- they accepted his story of innocence,
High
Washington, D. C Nov.
Chicago
Chicago, 111., Nov. l.-- The
Athens, Nov. 1. The Creeks today ed to tho territory occupied by the
of her magic crystal
on fhe became
ficers of the army and navy were wait- ent for his personal safety
with joy when the mystic depths
Servians in Macedonia, where they
hysterical
occupied the Turkish island of Sumo- - wit!
ing today upon the tense situation in guard than on the regular army, he news was taken to him. "Thank God globe, "the ball of fate" to use her "lift jis h rwjprvp
be closed tolnonw iu
wi
change
so
sea.
in
but
has
resisted
this
Its
made
the
far
ex-Cuba. They have
!
populaithrace
,,
pressure,
every prepaAegean
was true. Her case is
T.
he shouted.
or vice President Sherman,
have
confessed,"
scription
uU.ih , .,, ,.,.,
they
memory
in
the situation, is undoubtedly critical
ration to meet a serious outbreak
of
most
about
tion
numbers
5,000,
has
astonished the Inhabitants of the
Mrs. Conway, say the police,
to the jury Saturday aftRev. M. W Stryker, president
to
The
go
pected
the island, beyond the control of the notwithstanding the outward appearIaI1
.
rfoltvnYtllP whom are Christians.
had quarreled with Miss
conquered ; country and particularly
Mrs l.lnfl nn H nVPfl TO iraZR
i.v.t,, will
"""""""the rllair
Insular government and were standing ance of tranquility through the island.
1.
sinkMussulman arnauts.
Nov.
The
the
entersome
to
Rev.
out
These are
the
and
about
at
Constantinople,
church,
going
It will require nine days after a de- Singer
ball which was eulogy
now abandoning the Turks and taking
ready to execute the plans.
said Conway took up he jUjto the flawless glass
Louis H. Hollen, pastor of Christ ing of the Turkish battleship Feth-I-and
tainmeht
to
is
to
cision
intervene
reached
advices
State department
place
today
to tell the center of interest m the sates Church, which Mr. Sherman attended, Bulend by a Greek torpedo boat in the the oath of allegiance to King Peter
'
soldier on Cuban quarrel." She was not pressed
were that the activities of the rural the first khaki-clac- !
her 'case against her; said she would be will conduct the private services at gulf or Salomkl is confirmed in a of Servia.
of
because
actual
of
the
killing,
t free; that she could read her late the Sherman home.
guard had already proved a source of soil. Though after the first few thou- weakened condition.
Sofia, Nov. 1. Details thus far of
draAnother
dispatch from Saloniki. The warship
friction between the two parties which sand men are landed, the movement
and that it was plain,
tho messages of condolence sunk in five minutes. Part of the the rout of the immense Turkish army
Plainly
was
Worthen
came
Among
when
scene
matic
will
much
"with
proceed
greater v..,.,
might easily develop to the danger
Her attorneys, ignoring the crystal, which continue to he received by Mrs. crew waB on ghore at the tjme so that by the Bulgarians show that the BulHnri told she.
pcint near night. The liberal party speed.
introduced
testimony today intended Sherman, was one today from Prince the mlrauer of nVeB lost is not known. garian forces were numerically tar
from
streamed
Tears
Therefore, it will fa tn the navv had confessed.
inferior. The Turkish army is retoday demanded of President Gomez
to
show
that
any poison found in the
president of the house of
Athens, '.Nov. 1. The Turkish bat- that he immediately order all of the with his marines and blue iackets 'h eves of both and for a time, bodies of Arthur Lindloff and the four Tokugawa,
2(0,0i)P
l ne prince visnea
ported to have aggregated
oi Japan,
peers
was
last
sunk
could
neither
tleship
speak.
rurales away from the polling places to open the way, if intervention should
men. It included the garrison that had
in 1910.
the
state
States
United
whom
the
of
her
others
kin,
for
to
a
in
woman
then
Saloniki
the
the
of
cry
by
began
gulf
throughout the island and demanded be necessary bv occuDvinn the Darts
retreated from the fortress of
New York, Xov. 1. There is a pos- night
With out- - charged she poisoned, was there eithGreek torpedo boat. The Greek comthe immediate dismissal of General of the island and estatalishinn n
'.mercy and forgiveness
as well as the main body of
the
democratic
that
in
parade
use
sibility
its
of
er
because
embalming
"Oh!
mander's daring enterprise was car- Turkish troops that had
of the stretched arms she sobbed
Monteagudo, commander in chief of zones. Dendina the arrival
advanced
bo
for
tomorrow
scheduled
here
may
Turk- from
him, Will. fluid or in medicine they took lor abandoned out of
the rural guard. As President Gomez troops.
Please forgive me forgive
It comprised
Constantinople.
the mem- ried out under the guns of the
for
respect
that
announced
blood
diseases.
us.
They
ish forts without being observed and practically the whole of the Turkish
Kiss me and tell me- you forgive
ory of Vice President Sherman.
He didn't mean to kill her, Will, hon- Mrs. Lindloff probably would take the
1.
A concert the torpedo boat escaped unscathed.
Nov.
troops remaining in Europe apart
Mexico,
Juarez,
The commander of the
est he didn't." Worthen extended stand in her own defense li.ter today. by the military band in Ciudad Juarez,
from the garrisons at Adrianople, SaTO PREUENT
WIRELESS CAN
his hand and she covered it with
scheduled for this afternoon, was telegraphs that nearly all the crew of loniki, Monastir, Janiua, Scutari aiid
ELECTION FRAUD
TALK ACROSS A
kisses. Then she was taken to her BAYONETS AT
postponed by order of General Trucy the warship were saved, lie reports a few other towns.
This great army was under the perIN COLORADO
Aubert,
BIG CONTINENT cell.
military commander of Juarez, that the Greek torpedo boat entered sonal command
of Nazim Paslia, minELECTION IN
the harbor at midnight and launched
out of respect to the late
ister
war
of
commander-in-chief- ,
and
Turkat
stern
two
the
the
of
torpedoes
HAUANA TODAV
Sherman, of the United States.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 1. Suit for inwho
San Francisco, Nov. 1. The government- ROOSEUELT TO
was
assisted
imby some of the
to
sink
which
began
General Aubert sent a letter of con- ish vessel,
operators at Mare
en- ablest Turkish generals.
junction was filed in the state supreme -wireless
three
The
WILSON
commander,
ANSWER
to
mediately.
dolence
General
Steever,
Brigadier
are morally certain that they
The fight opened with the discovery
Havana, Nov. 3. The general eleccourt today by John T. Barnett, Attorthe American troops in gineers and four blue jackets were
ON THE TRUSTS tion, on which the fate of the Cuban commanding
the Turks of a number of Bulgarby
ney General Ben Griffith, Gov. John F. were in communication last Monday !
rescued
and
water
151
by
Paso, expressing the sorrow of the thrown into the
The Turks
independence is believed to depend,
Shafroth and George T. Bradley, chair- night with the new station at Arling-the ian cavalry scouts.
of
boilers
boats.
The
fishing
men
officers
Juarez
the
death
at
and
alDespite the
brought in their outposts and those
man of the democratic state central ton, Va. A message was received the
Nov. 1 Colonel Roose- opened auspiciously.
as
sank.
Bay,
she
Oyster
of
exploded
the American
context of which indicated that Ar- velt
were followed by lines of Bulgarian
most unanimous predictions that the
committee, to prevent election frauds
began today the preparation of a event would be marked
London, Nov. 1. The Turkish arto
who were succeeded
by nationwide
pkirmithers.
at
Wilson's
to
find intimidation of voters in Huer- lington wjs sending, but owing
Governor
speech
my on which the fate of the Ottoman h ft mn i n in u n i'lan a vrn tr i n tri tinbyr
is now
local disturbances, the signature at reply
disorders,-thrising
hope
last
"
"
Garden
Madison
PLAN TO
night.
fano and Las Animas counties. The
Square
,
empire depended, has been
the end of the message was lost. When
that whatever the result may be, the THUGS
nas
ana
eraiea
maue,
it
petition charges that fraudulent regis- Arlington is tuned up to full power, The colonel sent to progressive head registering of the popular vote will
KILL WHITMAN
which was destined
fhe
to
, ,,
.
.
..
what is believed to be the last stand,, . -- battle,
trations have been made, and that i! 0 Mare Island has no doubt that it will quarters in New York for information ut,,
oruer.
"
a
exemplary
and
which
desired
he
messenger
YORK
IN
NEW
and
against the victorious Bulgarians
r
deputy sheriffs nave been sworn in bo able to talk, across the continent. was
Throughout the
during the
'
dispatched,thence to Oyster Bay.
is now falling back in Jisordeiwon its WUO ,,?,, LUC
, "
to intimidate "ioters and throw demo
Iw, AlUC
HIVIIg
Baid he would take morning there was complete tranquilColonel
Roosevelt
final
defense
forts
base
of
at
the
1.
a
cratic watchers out of "the polling RAILROAD ACCUSED OF
of
Rumors
New York, Nov.
1,yThe
Thi? is largely due,) tp .the extroops repeatedly dei,n Governor Wilson's attitude toward
of Tchatalja, 23 miles only from livered Bulgarian
placos next Tuesday.
fierce attacks, some times at
HOLDING UP COAL BARONS. the trusts in a statement probably tensive military precautions', taken and plot to assassinate District Attorney Constantinople.
one point, some times at another,
The defendants mentioned in the
tnmnrrnw Thp colonel's sneech ill 10 tne realization in an quarters mat Whitman through the medium of
Grave doubts are expected in milipetition are: Jefferson B. Farr, sherDenver ,CoIo., Nov, 1. Attorney Al- - New York tonight is to be devoted to the occurrence of serious factional thugs from Chicago's underworld,, tary circles and repeated even in the along the Turkish line extending from
when it became
found
Lule Burgas to Serai.
iff of Huerfano county, Charles Hay-de- bert L. Vogle has filed a petition be-- state issues and he will not then
reply disorders would almost result in the known basis today
the
capital as to whether
downfall of the republic.
that Mr. Whitman received Turkish
The Turkish troops offered desperchairman of the republican cen- fore Judge Riddle of the district court t0 Governor Wilson,
of
remnants
of
immense
the
army
ate resistance but were unable to
The approaches to every polling the following unsigned telegram last
tral committee of Huerfano county; in which it is claimed that the receiv- atDenver, Colo., Nov. 1. Miss Jane
will
the
serious
Sultan
make any
withstand the onslaught of the imJohn Wright, secretary, and James ers of the Moffat road are discrimin- - Addams. head of the Hull house, Chi- - place in Havana were guarded by night: "Look out for four men
tempt to hold this line.
detachments of infantry and ling on Chicago train 3 p. m.
petuous
Belgians, and finally they
Han.ion, acting secretary of the re- - ating against their clients, coal mine cag0( arrived jn Denver this afternoon,
are turned and
Foreigners in Constantinople
Mr. Whitman had previously
lied in great disorder topublican central committee in Las owners, in Routt county both in the Tonight she will speak at the auditor- - with fixed who stood on sentry duty day."
fearful
for
of
Christian
the
the
safety
ward Tchorlu in the south.
bayonets. All the streets, received a letter warning him that a
Animas county, and several corpora- - handling or cars and rates or treigni. ium on "The Human Side of the Pre-- !
of
towns
and
the
Turkish
populations
t
The losses of the Ottoman army are
too, were patrolled by squads of
against his life was on foot
the Kuronean rmwers lmve Inken stpns
tions, including the Colorado Fuel and The matter is being, heard and num-Iro- gressive Party.' This afternoon she
and infantry and the main bodies cause of his prosecution of
to nave neen enormous in
.7
reported
Routt
erous
from
witnesses
county
Co., the Victor American Fuel
was the guest of the Jane Addams of
in this connection by dispatch of war;deadf wounded aud
were
held
in
Lieutenant
reserve
Becker,
troops
prisoners, as well
ready
are
in attendance.
Co., and the Aaerican Smelting ind
ships to Saloniki, Constantinople and as ammunition and other supplies.
Progressive club at luncheon, which to rally on the first alarm.
3k
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Co.
women.
other
250
Turkish
was attended by
Refining
'
ports for the protection
The capture of a third Turkish miliPhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 1. The cruiX
THEY BOOST EARLY.
of their citizens. This is the most tary train near Lule
ser Baltimore, which received hurry
CLOeE
POSTOFFICES
Bergas before
X
1.
"Of
X
Salamanca, "Nv'Y., Nov.
pressing question of the moment.
SEAPORT WIPED OUT.
the battle was an immense advantage
orders a few days ago to prepare for
TOMORROW.
MOTHER FOUND GUILTY
One
in
X course Wall street does not fear X
Constanticorrespondent
to the Bulgarians, as it furnished
X
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Nov.
OF MURDERING SON. sea, left the Philadelphia Navy Yard
X the election of Wilson, but they X
1.
Post- - X nople voices the fear of Europeans in them with more facilities
Nov
for the
1.
today for San Domingo to look after
The seaport of Acapulco oh the X
Washington,
trie
X
that city that the Turkish retreat transportation of their troops and suphave waited until after
might
American interests.
X master General Hitchcock today X
1.
J.
Pacific coast of Mexico was virtually
.
.
Nov.
Albert
.....
Md.,
.1 .
t
v
Baltimore,
from Tchatalja might result in massa- plies to the district where the fight1 eieouuu
mauc mai
iu nave
X authorized postmasters
through- - X
Patterson and Mrs. Emma Bamberger,
destroyed by a severe hurricane 4on
cies and pillage by what is no long- ing took place.
Governor Johnson said
boast,"
X
to
offices
X
out
close
the
country
Wednesday night, according to wire- $i today in speaking here and at X today were found guilty of the mur
Washington, D. C, Nov. 1. Monte X tomorrow on account of Vice- - X er an army but a mob.
Kustendje, Rumania, Oct. 31, (By
less dispatches received here. Four X Falconer.
' SS der of Jamef
Old residents of Constantinople who wireless from
Bamberger, the wom- Cristo, a town of 5.000 inhabitants In
X
s
Constantinople Oct. 31,
X
funeral.
Sherman
President
was
stabbed
who
fifths of the town was shattered and
23
old
know the Turks thoroughly say for- 1 p. m.) The defeat
soil,
the Dominican republic, on the north
year
The greater,' part of,. Governor Si an's
- X
of the Turkish
authorizX
been
have
Postmasters
the American consulate was unroofed,
to death by Patterson at the Bamber- coast, 70 miles from Porto Plata, has
eign warships could afford some pro- army under Nazim Pasha
Johnson's speech' was directed at
opens the
X ed to use their discretion in clos- - X tection
since
The
the
fire
at
been
the consular records being damaged
last
under
here
penalty
rebels,
by
mime
July.
Saloniki,
Constantinople way to Constantinople for the Bulger
Governor Wilson and his stand
busi- - X
X
as
offices
so
far
public
ing
to
l
Tno
ife
state
and
other
No
lives were lost but a X on the tariff, the trusts and Social
departla deaf.i or
by rain.
Sunday, according
ports, but declare the widely garian troops. This will, in the opinimprisonment.
X scattered missions
X ness will permit.
and Christian popu- ion of
number of natives were injured.
X slain man objected to Patterson's at-- ment advices. Very few Americans
X arid industrial legislation
diplomats, bring about Euroare there.
lation are already seriously
Several small craft in the harbor
tentions to his mother.
pean complications.
were wrecked but the United States'
The most immediate danger con- The Bulgarian troops who have
cruiser Maryland which was lying
the uositio11 f this city. Most
cer,is
shown
such dash since the opening of
there was not injured. The United
a"tnoritles agree that no real defense
the
are
not
to
campaign,
give
likely
was
States cruiser Cleveland which
the Turks much time to reoreanize. ciln oe maue alons tne icnataija line,
cruising in the; vicinity 'did not suffer.
is true they have hundreds of dead supposed to protect the capital.
It
Telegraphic communication with Aca- In the event of hordes of beaten and
and
wounded, both Turks and Bulgarpulco is the chief port of call for
ians, to dispose of, and this must de- demoralized soldiers falling back ou
steamers plying between San Francislay them somewhat. They had, how- the capital, it is difficult to foresee
THE LITTUE FATHER SKRlA
TuFi'l' i SUPPOSE I OET - (
co and South .American ports. The
ever similar difficulties to contend what could save the city from sack
BUT THE FEflTHERSKY
Have
flu
occaouter bay is unprotected and is
and around and pillage. This fear is present with
against after
sionally swept by fierce cyclones.
Adrianople, but there was not much the inhabitants who realize that the
lull in the fighting then.
fate of the Turkish empire hangs iu
News comes today that the Bulgar the balance.
TAXATION.
ians occupation of Democilathus shat
It is reported that secret meeting
X
Xi
tered and hope the garrison of Adrian- was held recently in the Mosque of
X
Now then, gentlemen, suppose X
X you had a tax commission, elect- - X,
ople may have had of deliverance Fatieh, the most fanatical quarter of
from that quarter. Other parts cf the Stamboul, where inflammatory speech.X ed by the people, under heavy x!
line of invaders are pulling themselves es were delivered
X bond and paid a salary sufficient X
Mussulman
by
X to conduct the office as it should X;
which priests, who advised a rising
together' for another
against
Is
X be conducted.
there anything Xi
they hope will definitely put an end the Christians.
to Turkish rule'in Europe.
X radical about it? , But you'd hear X
Washington, D. C, Nov. I. Under
The Servians, having completed the date
X the handful of bosses who tell X;
of November 1, the Turkish forX you that Theodore Roosevelt is X
occupation of Macedonia, are estab- eign office has sent this
to
civil
X a dangerous man, howl to the Xj
administrations
there and the Turkish ambassador telegram
lishing
"A
here:
X high heavens against any such X
releasing some of their troops to go
V
to the assistance of their allies at Ad-- I telegram tonight from Nazim Pasha
X a proposition. The ordinary, av- - X
HlOflUO MUST
(
DfSTRPY Vi
not
E
says our army has been iu serious
X erage, every day business man, X
''
6ET IN
rianople and for an attack on Salon-jiki- . battle for four
TH'S
...
days with the BulgarX honest corporation, property own- - X
ian troops along the line to Lule BerArmies are converging from three
X er and citizen could not lose on a X
gas. The most heroic resistance has
'directions on Saloniki.
X state tax commission because if X
been made
attacks of the
X the BIG fellow paid his just X
European powers are now keeping enemy and against
are going on
battles
in touch with a view to
in
share, he would lessen the taxa- - X
acting
concert when the opportune moment around Adrianople with success for
X tion of the balance of the people X
our
arrives. Bulgaria, however, has let the troops. They are driving back
X in the state.
The only way, X
enemy."
it be known that Turkey must negX however, that you can get a tax X
'
X commission, so elected and so X
otiate with the allied Balkan nations
X hedged about as to make an hon- - X j
directly, so that all the powers can AMERICAN SKY PILOTS
LOST IN BALTIC SEA.
ido is to prepare to look after their
,X est tax commission, is to even- - X
own interests when the war; is over,
x tuaiiy get enough men in your X
Berlin, Nov. 1. It is feared that the
The belief is held by some diplo-- j
X state legislature, to submit the X
mats here that the Bulgarian army balloon Duesseldorf, with the two
X proper amendment
There are X
attempted to
will be impelled to occupy Constanti- - American aeronauts
X no members of the legislature .X
X being elected at this time. Why? X
nople by military and other consider- cross the Baltic sea. A belated report,
X Ask your members of the consti- - X
ations. While the Bulgarians disclaim from Stralsund says a balloon was
X tutional convention. Also ask X
any ambition to retaim Constanti- - sighted on Oct. 28, high above the
X yourself, If a tax commission is Xi
nople, they consider that the quickest Baltic going eastward.
'
The missing balloon
X any more dangerous to yourself X
Duesseldorf
way of arranging peace will be to dic
tate It to Turkey in its own capital. II, with the two American aeronauts.
X than Theodore
Roosevelt, then X
The Bulgarian army would also be John Watts and Arthur T. Atherholt
X Vote your Convictions because X
on board, was probably the balloon
X every REAL
the Christian residents there.
AMERICAN CITI- - Xj
X ZEN ought to do that if he re- - X
Belgrade, Nov. 1. A third levy oiiseen sailing north on Monday by
X gards his ballot as SACRED in X
conscripts has been prdered by the Jchn Berry and A. Vonhoffman, when
X AMERICAN politics.
Servian war office. The men, as soon they landed with the Million populaX
as they are equipped, will be dispatch- - tion near Danzig.
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character and fortune of another, but
even In this unpleasant characterizaHER E IS A REAL
tion, Mr. Kinney's work was clean cut
and left a strong impression with his
audience.
Josephine Worth assumed the chaDYSPEPSIA CURE racter
of the twin sisters and as the
j
strength and tensity of the play grew,
WE HAVE THE
go grew "the work of this excellent
actress, rising as she did at times
PINTS AND QUARTS
"Pape's Diapepsin" Settles to the high point In histronic ability.
The Lesura vvatkins, of Bellows
Soure upset Stomachs
Falls, was an amusing bit of work and
in Five Minutes.
Ehe acted the stone image evidently
intended by the author without missing a point of its humor.
back
foods
eat
hit
some
Do
you
EXTRA CAPS.
O'Connor
Katheleen
played by
taste good, but work badly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick, Johnnie Ray was very pleasing and
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or her admiration for the Irish was eviMrs. Dyspeptic Jot this down: Pape's dently strong enough even to over
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving come her love.
Fred Whitman as Lee Martin, with
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick, his fund of bad puns and decided
so certainly effective. No difference sense of humor, kept his audience in
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Ft. Telephone No. 40.
how badly your stomach Is disordered a Jolly mood whenever he was on the
you will get happy relief in five
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
stage and he added his part to the
but what pleases you most is pleasure of the performance.
that it strengthens and regulates
Charles Dawson on his return from
iyour stomach so you can eat your fa- Ireland tricked out in green socks,
vorite foods without fear.
waistcoat and tie to show his girl he
Most remedies give you relief could be Irish, called forth a roar of
'
sometimes they are slow, but not laughter from the audience.
sure. Diapepsin is quick, positive
The Dlay was of that character that
and puts your stomach in a healthy
tho
condition so the misery won't come H,iHinnPfl who,, thv 1pv th thontrfl
i
Ijack.
mmj iiu uuo uuuiu
.j gu uut xiuiii a ymj
You feel different as soon as Diapep-- I of
of
kind
that
without
feeling
having
sin comes in contact with the stomach been touched
by that influence which
vanishes your can be
distress just
exercised only by a strong
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no character like
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Brian Kelly, the parish
of
no
eructations
undigested
belching,
priest.
feel
and
head
you
dears
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages food, your
ALFALFA SEED.
The Rosary can come again to
fine.
auCo now, make the best investment Santa Fe and draw even a larger
which saw this preThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
dience
than
that
fifty-cea
made
ever
by
large
you
getting
case of Pape's Diapepsin from sentation last night.
any drug store. You realize in five
how needless it is to suffer LIUE POLITICS
minutes
Phone Black fiom
Phone Black
indigestion, dyspepsia or any
IN ESTANCIA
45
stomach disorder.
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WHAT SAVED

The Little Store

,

WINTER

AND RETAIL

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OP CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

THE BAND OF HIGHWAYMEN

JOHN M'eUTGHEON

escapade here the

PP

M. L. (iKItllAKDT.
(Signed)
Kckmnu'H Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma, liny l'Yver: Throat and
Lims; Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does nob contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckinnn
Laboratory, Philadelphia, l'a.. for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
iy Zook's Parmacy.' Santa Fe.

ai inruxnjTJTJX.TXi uuwi

1

I

EUGENE FOX,

the latter perceived him they nearly
split their sides a laughing. They
leaped out upon him with loud shouts
of merriment. They robbed him in
broad daylight, so bold had they be-

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All

J.

at

II. BLAIN,

Jr.

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309 San Francisco Street

Telephone

157

W.

::

Street

SANTA FE, N. M

came very bitter against the powers
tliat were leagued against them but
what could they do? They could not
express themselves except in Helpless Fury.
But one fine day in June a deterWork for the New Mexican. It Is mined Man of stout heart walked
working for you, for Santa Fe and down the Highway toward where the
the new state.
Robbers were assembled and when
All work guaranteed first class.

J.F.RHOADS

i

j

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This Is the
stove for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires liule or no
attention and Is known to be the most
servlcable and economical of all stoves.

Mica doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS

HARDWARE COMPANY.

--

Phone

14.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

LIGHT

i

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

I'

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

FOW
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n!ght Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
'

nnnnruirunnp

!

FOR YOUR

Rooms With Bath,

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

I

it!

'

Victim

,

Save Your Orders

But to their great surprise, the
instead of submissively yielding as all the others had done, at
once began to put up a Mighty Fight.
He-- fought so vigorously that the Rob-- I
bers were quite taken back.
"What's this?" they gasped. "Who
is this rash person who dares fight
back?"
In the meantime, the noise of the
fight had attracted a Great Crowd of
People who came rushing up and were
muttering angry threats against them
"What do you think of this?" exclaimed the Robbers, appealing to the
crowd.
"Here we were robbing and
beating this person and he is setting

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,,

Let Us Cater to Your Wants

come.

;

Coles.

OoingSi

McCUTtwMM

Once there was a Band of High-- 1
waymen who had operated so long
and so successfully that they became
very bold indeed.
They plundered the People right
and left and lieu tile Poor Victims
For Rates and Full Information Address
cried out in helpless despair, the
t Robbers uttered
0 F. & P. AGENT,
peal after peal of
EL PASO, TEXAS.
mocking laughter. So powerful did
the Band become that they controlled
by secret and sinister means the very
Government itself, and thus enjoyed
(great prosperity, some of the Pros-- j
perity was distributed to quiet the
the Robbers
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop, People, but of course
most of it themselves.
kept
'
When they pounced upon a Hapless
For Fruit Ladders, Step LadWayfarer, the poor man would meek-- l
ders, Common Ladders, Ironly yield because of his helplessness
ing Tables, Upholstering, ' before such powerful enemies. He
would raise his eyes in despair and
Repairing and all
Go ids
Right Prices" Furniture
a lovely chance I have
Kinds of Repair Work.
.'. sigh, "What
such a Combination!"
against
15 THE MOTTO OF
104 Galisteo

a

BUY A COLES HEATER

Lead to Consumption

I

East
or
West

Best
Route

evening,

Did yon ever Imve a cold that would not
lot go; ii rough t hut persisted, Unit prevented deep mid iiuido. waking hours
Kckmun'n Alterative in the proper
remedy in such eases. Perhaps some slm-ph- medicine may tie effective where It is
only n tiikllns in the throat; but when
your chest Is sore mid simple remedies
don't answer then take Kckmnn's Alterative. Neglect often leads to morn serious
trouble; a case In point follows:
718 Cherry St.. l'hlla.. I"a.
"(ienllemen : In .Inly. l!W."i, I first noticed
the conditions that showed I had Consumption. I lost weight rapidly; had a
hollow couiili. hemorrhages and very severe niirlif sweats.
My brother recom- mended Kckinaa's Alterative. In the full
or v.m.i. i hcg.ui to talte it. At. this time I
am perfectly well and robust. My appetite Is Rood anil my weight has increased
from 111! to 14(1 pounds. Not a trace of my
old trouble remains. I will gladly express
the merits of this medicine to anvone."

To E1

The

other

T

Pas0' Bisbee Douglass and
rilUlH jAll
all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
A

in Purchasing

Stubborn Colds May

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
A ILi

to you

Demonstrating

the advantagsstobehad

BOYS PEPPERED WITH
BIRD SHOT.
Climax, Mich., Nov. 1. Forty bird
shot were removed from the skin of
Guy f'enwick and 25 from the skin of
Rex AlcCorrcick as the result of an

Wood

.

Now

learning the glorious American tradition and system.

fS

PDOM CANTI

Without Attention.

is the time to call and
Mjkc if our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

pitt.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

eflfa.

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

m.,

great
gave
progressives
without feeling better.
cheer by stating that it now looks as
In addition to the strength and
if they would carry the state next
of the play itself the cast
both for Roosevelt and
Tuesday,
presenting it was fully equal to the Johnson and for de Baca.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
demands of this strong drama. EveryMr. G. H. Van Stone followed Mr. de
one in the audience fell in love with
hdolreestaal.el
the priest, played by Rufus L. Perry. Baca with a short talk in which he exIt was a charming presentation and it plained the proposed amendment to
FACTORY WOOD seems
SWASTIKA LUMP
as if no sympathetic touch was the constitution in regard to the lanSAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
lost by Mr. Perry in his delineation of guage qualification. He traced the
this high character of this minister of matter of citizenship from the treaty
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
with Mexico and showed where the
the
church.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Gordon Hamilton in the character of people who lived here at that time and
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Bruce Wilton was excellent all the their descendants have had little opway through, both in the reading of portunity to gain an education. He
his lines and his conception of the tnen Placed the matter squarely on
progressive ground work of the
part. Both in prosperity and adver-th- e
sity, he brought out all that the author square deal
STAGE LINE must have intended when he drew this Mr. Acacio Gallegos made an eloWOO
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
character which showed so much of quent address along the same lines
both strength and weakness.
and went extensively into the matter
Prom
La Salle Restaurant
Worth Kinney
played Kenward of education. He showed that under
BARRANCA TO TAOS Wright
was the present system it will be but a
and did it well. The
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South entirely of the unsympathetic part
order as short time until a .language qualificano one is ever drawn toward a per- tion will not be needed as the young
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
on the arrival of son who is endeavoring to ruin the generation is going to school and
Barranca
Leaves
Andrews
P.
Below
Star.
Two Doorg
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Room for Bent 25c and 60c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
Good covers
hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teama. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BY
Trench Noodle Order 10c. a dlsa.
furnished commerc! men to take In
Maw York Chop Suey 60c. the surrounding towns. Wire Knbudo,
Station.

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

A Money andFuel Saver

., iThe two youths hid in an alley, and,
ivi.-- xue
nuu.
jsiuucia,
wl)en a crov;J of women went by, re
de aaca, progressive canaiaaie lor
hom(. from a society meeting,
turning
congress, spoke Wednesday night at the ,adg petcd them wlth rocks. 0ne
the court house here to a very good of the women, Mrs. Schramlin, was
audience. The night was bad, a heavy struck in tlia face with considerable
snow
was falling: otherwise the force. She told her husband and Mr.
The Rosary, presented last night at
would have been much larger.
Schramlin sit out with a shotgun to
the Elks' theatre was truly a beautiful crowd
Mr. de Baca confined his speech to find
When he came upon
the
play. If the drama of last evening is state
issues almost entirely and made them he youlhs. both barrels of the j
an evidence of what we are to have
emptied
a clear issue against the old republiand succeeded in bringing both
during the dramatic season ahead of can machine and
its policies. He ap- gun to earth. It took a
s
threatre-goerphysician
us, then indeed have our
boys
a treat in store and something pealed to the voters to support him two hours to remove the shot.
a
is
who
such
from
as
a
progressive
to look forward to. Even with its fund
of humor which the Rosary contained, sincere desire to better the conditions
FALLING BRICK KILLS. MAN.
here in our state, but he said that
running all through the play, it reach
ed at times most tense situations and he knew that many of his audience
Cumberland, Md., Nov. 1. W. Shanwere of the democratic faith and,
held the audience almost breathless.
McElfish artesian well contractor
non
while he would like to have them vote
Back of all was a tremendous
was instantly killed at the new Balto
Mr.
he
believed
for
Fergusson
him,
through which ran both the tenbe a clean and honest man and a vote timore and Ohio roundhouse building
derness and high motives which
in South Cumberland yesterday by a
the best elements' of our lives. No for whom would be almost as good as brick that fell from the top of the
candidate.
vote
a
for
the
progressive
one could leave a play like the Rosary,
new smokestack, crushing his skull.
here
He
the

CHARMING WASI
THE ROSARV

1912.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept..
Aooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sptciai
boon, "Home TreatBtol
Jnctrnctions, and
tor Wom.n." seat In plain wrapper, on request.

LEO HERSCH

.

and Only Absolutely

-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
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TheliOriginal
,

Rivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
In a letter from Rivesville, writes:
"For three years, I suffered with wo- manly troubles, and had pains In my
back and side.
I was nervous and
could not sleep at night.
The doctor could not help me. He
Bald I would have to be operated on before 1 could r-- t better. I thought I
would try us;::;; Canlul.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am sure Cardul saved my Hfc. I
will never be without Cardul In my
home. I recr mmond it to my friends."
For fifty y r.:3, Caxdui has been re- Heving pain end distress caused by womanly trouble. It will surely help you.
It goes to t.e spot reaches the
trouble relieves the symptoms, and
drives away tho cause.
If you suffer from any symptoms of
take Cardul.
womanly troul-;"- .
Your druggirt sells and recommends
It- Get a bottle from him today.

'

1,

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

LIFE

Mrs. Martin Tells Abort a Painful
Experience that Might Have
Ended Seriously.

SCHRAM FRUIT JARS

WHOLESALE

HER

NOVEMBER

Edison's Dream Comes

FANCY
CAKES

The Fanciest and

s

Largest Line in Town
Sweet Cider,Grape Juice
Pineapple Juice
I

NUTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

(True

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A Number of

Everywhere in every town more;
light lower cost indoors, outdoors, In
homes, office and factories, on streets,
trolleys, autos and boats. Every one
can now have the electric light. Thus
the fulfillment of Edison's dream is
made possible by the economy and
of the Edison
lasting endurance
Mazda Lamp. This lamp is made by
the General Electric company, the
largest electric manufacturers In the
world, and is sold in this city by

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

ft

$1.50 to $3.00
YEAR OLD

ROOSTERS ONE

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A.

PHONE

Wheelon
2C4

J

PUP-LUK-

MINCE MEAT

PUMPKIN

A. B. fiNAGEY

k

CO,

ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS

CAN

D

ES

He's a poor sport. Why doesn't he
I
take his medicine like a man instead
of Squealing? When a man gets rob
THE MODERN 6R0GERYC0.
bed he ought to be a graceful loser
and acknowledge that he has lost."
Moral: Some people think it Is
Bad Form and
to renist
when you are being robbed of what
iLru
you have earned.
iuvnnnnnniviriiJnjirinAnuira

If you are now using electricity call
up 137 W. and have this company put
Edison Mazdas in the same sockets

and compare results.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, TJ .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Oct.
10, 1912.

Notice Is hereby given that Pino
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead En-

Sec- -'
for SW
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 K.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final fire year
proof, to establish claim 'to the land
above described, before H. C. KInsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; Antonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
Villanueva.' of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

try

No.

WiW

12056-0483-

""u.J:

1--

Restate?-

-

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

1,

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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STORY OF ADRIANOPLE NOW BEING TORN BY FIRE AND SHELL
When the Smoke Clears Away

!

When the Shouting Is All Over

The Balkan allies understand full twice In Christian hands, both times
well what Adrianople means both to during the laBt century. During the
war of 1S27-U- , Rus-the Turks and to the besieging forces. Russian-TurkisIf Adrianople falls, the cry "On
to sia defeated the Turkish forces and
Constantinople" will resound through- - nearly wiped the ciry from the map.
out the whole of the Balkan peninsu-il1877 another Russian winy march-ed into the city unopposed.
If the Turks can hold Adrianople,
Adrianople is the capital of a pach-jjuthey have no need to fear lor their alik (province) of the same name. It
But with Adrianople. in the now has a population of less than 80,-- !
capital.
Balkan states' grasp,
the railway! 000, half Turks; the rest are about
,
20 miles equally divided among (1 reek, Bulgars,
junction at
south, would be theirs, and that would Armenians, and Jews. All business
cut. Turkey from her western posses-- j is done by the Christians and Jews.

!

h

When the Ballots are all Counted!

n

V

that the

Kuleli-Burgas-

CAPITAL TAILOR

TIE

Turkish women an; dirty, ugly and
'always bundle themselves up from
head to foot.
There is said to be more hatred in
Adrianople than in any other city of
twice its size. The Turk hates every-liir- .
body else there, and they all hate him
as cordially. The Jew hates the
Christians and they hate him; the
under their
Bulgarian Christiana
Exarch hate the Greek orthodox1
churchmen and their Patriarch. Turk-- ;
ish sultans bave for centuries nursed
these rivalries,
playing Christian
j

1

j

a Then You Will Find

H

WOMAN WHO KNOWS

w

!

the at
tention of the

E ASK

women that
enjoy wearing GOOD
SHOES to our line of
Better Shoes, because
our Shoes are so dif- -

will have been elected

without any question.'
He will have won over
all his competitors as
being: the Best Tailor,
as giving the Best Value for the Money, as

run of Women's Shoes

I OUR
X

Being Honest in All His
Dealings, and As The
Man Who Will Take
Pleasure In SeeingThat

J

PRICES

X

X

ARE
NO HIGHER

'

BUT- -

When You 'Appear On
the Street You Will Do
So In Style That Will
Be a

Shoes Are Far Better

X Our

"4"

J

$2.(K), $2.50, $3.00, $3.50,
r t (
ir
ft uu
ana w.uu
tr-

3i.

CREDIT TO YOURSELF!

r "T"
--

"

The Capital Tailor
First Nat.
of Plaza, East

Bank

Next to

Side

KRICK&-

aHENRY

DISTRIBUTOR

VIEW IN THE MAIN STREET OP ADRIANOPLE,
slons, and bottle up the strong Turk-- t
ish forces at Salonica and Monastir.
Adrianople is on the Maritza river
just above where it is joined by the
Arda and the Tundra rivers.
Long before Christ it was a city of
no mean importance.
Laid waste at

j

the beginning of the Christian era, it
was rebuilt by Emperor Adrian (or
Hadrian) in 132 A. D., and renamed
Adrianople.
In the fourth century Constantine
fought one of his most brilliant bat- ties there; and 50 years later the sav- age Goths took the city. In 1361, six
years after the Turks had first set foot
on European soil Murad, the last of

-

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

WHICH

Domestic

and

Imported

Wines,

BESIEGED

The public buildings, for size and
beauty, are equal, if not superior, to
any in the whole Turkisli empire. The
Mosque of Selim and the Bazaar of
Ali Pasha, are the pride of Adrianople. The mosque is supposed to have
999 windows, but no Christian is allowed to count them. Forty other
mosques line the streets.
The city is typically Oriental, filthy
and unhealthy; alive with noises indescribable during the day and quiet
as a grave at night. No Christian or
Jew is allowed out of his own house
after sundown, and three hours later
every candle must be out in Christian
and Jewish homes. Turks are allow- -

BY

HUGE BULGARIAN

against Christian, and
both.

ARMY.

Jew

'

Liquors

--

'

"

3

and the smart new I

COLT ATTACKS FARMER.

Davison, Mich., Nov. 1. While attempting to bed down a colt the other
Schweitzer was
evening Andrew
knocked down and severely injured
by the animal. As he opened the
door to a box stall the colt jumped at
his body, breaking his left arm
and knocked him
down, bruising
the wrist. He succeeded in getting up
and putting the colt back into the
Btall and getting to the house where
he nearly fainted.

Tans. Our complete
lineof sizes and widths
and our
i

EXPERT SHOE

"Just-Righ- t"

I

'

J

I

Shoe on

every Woman's Foot !

PFLUEGER'S
The
Expert Shoers.

I
.

Annual Convention
NEW MEXICO

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

SERVICE

enable us toj place a

GREGG & COLE, Props.
FOR PUBLICATION.

there are newdull and
bright leathers, new

cloth top shoes, new
Velooze Shoes, Suedes

AND CIGARS

NOTICE
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PEERLESS BAR
Fine

IS

Come, see the handsome FALL MODELS,

N

E

S. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department or the Interior, U.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
1912.
10,
1012.
21,
October
Notice is hereby given that Walter
Notice is hereby given that Lpitacio
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
el,,. nf Cuba. New Mexico, who,riOJu-iU-jn Kraul,
uciuucr u, iouj, uiauo uumcoicau
191. made small
Entry No. 01199G for Lots 4, 5 and 6
for SW
ine Claim No
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Section 6, Township 16 N Range
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SE
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SE
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above occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
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RESIDENTIAL
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VIEW
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until
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of Section 34, Township Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of captured Adrianople and made it his o'clock; if they carry lanterns.
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Dates of Sale
From
THE TROUBADOURS
New Mexico, on the
Nov. 3, 4, 5
which dignity it re- Long, dimly lit tunnels with shops
$20.75
N. M
22 N.. Ranee 1 W., New Mexico rn:i flee, at Santa Fe,
AZTEC,
capital,
European
In- - 22d day of November, 1912.
of
10.45
are
the
bazaars.
on
notice
filed
6
either side
Nov. 5,
Everytallied until the fall of Constantino-- !
cipaf Meridian, has
ANTONITO, COLO
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris
13.65
The Byron Troubadours will appear
Nov. 4, 5
in 1453, when Mohammed the Con- - thing sold there is imported trom fortention to make final proof, to estab
CHAMA, N. M
ple
19.00
Nov. 4, 5
American gramophones at the Elks' theatre on Monday even- lish claim to the land above described, tobal Garcia, Licolas Grlego, Crespir, queror moved the capital to the lattei eign lands
DURANGO, COLO
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all
Pad
Gallegos,
Comilia,
S.
Eustaquis
6.80
U.
Nov. 5, 6
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the noise. The mer-- ! ing, November 4.
Sandoval,
before Juan
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heighten
help
city.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Nov. 5, 6
the
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of
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Below
and
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ESPANOLA,
are
ability
chants
missioner, at Cuba, New Mexico, on
expressions
Armenians,
At several times Adrianople
has
MANUEL R. OTERO,
21.45
Nov. 3, 4, 5
the 9th day o December, 1912.
most of the of this troupe given in places where
FARMINGTON, N. M
been a city of wonderful promise; Jews. The Turks repose
Regi te
17.70
..Nov. 4, 5,
Claimant names as witnesses:
IGNACIO, COLO
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time.
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set
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make
the
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Nov. 4, 5
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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city in the world, and the best
14.60
Nov. 4, 5
N. M
MONERO,
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
Troubathe
famous
Byron
is hereby given that Pablo fended.
A huge wall was built
all week in Adrianople, Friday for the the evening
12.35
Nov. 4, 5,
OSIER, COLO
Mexico; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
crumb-who- ,
Turk, Saturday for the Jews and dours entertained. Dressed as trouba15.95
Nov. 4, 5,....,
COLO
PAGOSA
JUNCTION,
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Ne Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,- around it, but now, little save
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Sketched from Life by America's

the other day between Las VeSanta Fe. There were 79
and
gas
passengers, who divided as follows:
Roosevelt, 64; Wilson, 12; Taft, 3.
A straw vote taken on board the
Newark branch train of the Erie railroad, leaving Patterson at 5:30 a. m.,
one morning this week, brought these
results, which were cheered when
they were announced:
2
Taft
10
Wilson
.22. .
Roosevelt
On board a special train carrying
visitors to the Pennsylvania state
college one day this week a straw
vote brought these results:'
181
Roosevelt
. ... 121
Wilson
37 ;(
Taft
No. 2

EDGREN.

st Famous Sport Cartoonist Especially for the New Mexican.
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STRAW VOTES.
poll was taken on Santa Fe train
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Debs
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9
p
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1

. .208
Roosevelt
The Ohio Farm Journal has made
up a poll on the political situation.
"While it is too early to tell, the
indications are that there will be
some surprises the morning after the
votes are counted. During the three
weeks previous to the closing of our
forms for the October issue, the following straw votes were taken:
362
Roosevelt
58
Taft
.'. .151
Wilson
A straw vote of 450: farmers at the
Otsego, Michigan, county fair, result.
t ;
ed' as follows:,
,.;
Wilson
i... 358 .
Undecided

"

?aft

.'

'

"

i,

Palmist

Famprf

and iAstrplogist.i

.i

The membership of the local lodge
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers in Nashville, Tenn., is
made up of 220 men. A straw vote
of the lodge just taken brought these
results:
3
Wilson
0
Taft
Debs

PROF. MARVEL.
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strangely gifted man reads your life'
by a science as unerring as the law
ot gravitation. He tells you your talents and short comings, tells you what
when and
you came for, tells you
whom you are going to marry; in fact,
everything.
If you are sick, he will, without asking questions and annoying examinations, tell you the nature and the
cause of your disease and show you
the way to perfect health and happi.
ness.
101 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
Opposite the Cathedral.
touch of "western life" may do well
to apply to State Superintendent Alvln
N. White for a position. When Arthur
Sqligman was mayor of Santa Fe it
was a weekly occurrence for him to
receive a 'etter from some eastern
person who had the call of the" west
ringing in their ears and who, wished
,
j !
Bome position but here. .

,

yvr-vtr-

Scottish Rite

LET THEM COME.

There is a shortage of teachers In
New Mexico and the bright young
damsels of the east yearning to get a

Re-Unio-

n;
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-

-

-

i

of the to realize the tremendous importance
r,f anrp rontrol of the ball.
Frank Bancroft of Cincinnati tells!
the
with
who
played
Capt. Anson
was
with
odd
20
pride of the way Charley
years,
Chicago Colts nearly
as great a pitcher as ever
asked by Joe Tinker how he stood the
'
to go out by himself in the
used
lived,
.
so
long.
game
and
Anson
practice throwing at a
exclaimed
morning
"I don't know,"
on a post about the
set
so
up
well." bottle
"Perhaps because I liked it
belt. He would not
There's the secret of it all. Cap. height of avoman's
hod OcniTifiH the ability to
.,m
ItSBL
the
Uiitll
than
game
liked the game better
post whenever
liked him. He was the Johnny Evers knock the bottle off thewas
the basic
he wished to. This
of his day.
could
eejcret of his great success. He
wanthe
wherever
ball
the
always put
CAR FARE.
talking
Pnha

HANGS BV THREAD.

about Johnny Evers

BY YEOMEN

Rad-bourn-

Chicago, Oct. 31. Baseball fame
hangs on a thread, a slender thread.
This was clearly brought out by Frank
Chance, the manager of the Cubs and
one of the most popular baseball men
in recent years. He illustrates his
point with Jake Stahl's case.
The world doesn't know How close
Stahl come to being called a failure.
HENDRIX COST
ed, to.
In the tenth inning of that final game,
The price paid for a ball player
Mathewson has always had perfect
which went to the Red So', Snodgrass means nothing. Marty O'Toole cost control of every kind of ball he uses.
was the tne l'iraies jzz.ouu.
mu, i
dropped a ny hall. That
S0 has Johnson. So has every first
in Stahl's case. Jake already jcilled the pirates on receipt Of car
thread
.
class
pitcher. Rube Marquard, when
selec
his
nanned a little for
fr.ro
first
he
joined the Giants, was as wild
was
the season of 1912 Hendrix asi a hawk
lion of pitchers. The populace
During
and was perfectly worthless
The made a great showing. In fact, his
getting ready to hand it to him.
until long practice gave
club
to
the
reastage was cleared when suddenly good work was one of the main
which he needed. Tocontrol
the
him
the Pirates finished so high
sons
Snodgrass dropped a fly ball.
why
because he can put
winner
a
he
is
de-9 day
"The result of thi muff was the
in the race. He won 22 and lost
'
wants to at any
he
ball
the
anywhere
in
fe'w
a
victory
contests and helped out
feat of the Giants and the great
batter.
for
and
time
any
for the Red Sox.; Right away they others. Manager Fred Clarke played
who cannot do this will
The
started calling Stahl a great general; no favorities when using the right- not be pitcher
a real success. Big curves and
in
his
his
wise
judgment hander. He was worked
turn,
he was praised for
speed amount to little or nothing
in picking his pitchers. Those who every four days, and did equally well great
if
the
enemy is going to be favored
had called him for working O'Brien against all the members of the Nation- with a walk every inning or so at a
have
should
Wood
when they thought
al League.
critical time. But,' though control is
been sent in, forgot all about it. The
Hendrix's"work during the season mainly a matter of steady and faithful
'
victory vindicated Stahl.
was as good as that of any other
there are very few young
"Think what would have happened hnrler on the Pirates payroll, if not practice, who will take the trouble to
pitchers
Then
iiart Snnderass held that easy fly.
better. He won more games than the do
extra work in the effort to seit would have been McGraw the great. COStly Many V lOUlc. neiug, a juuUb cureany
so when their trial comes they
it,
M
instead of stam me magnuuu
man he has a good future before him give a couple of bases cn balls at the
it
of
think
to
come
it funny when you
se&son Bhoud dQ eyen better wrong time and look like 30 cents
all?
i,oti ha rtirl rturine the campaign just when, with control, they might have
"Then take my own case here. We c,oged
But you can never tell. He made good.
were playing the White Sox for the may b the game ag King Cole after
Bases on balls have done more to
Chicago title. First there ere
that worthy pitched such great ball lose ball games than any other one
ties, then we took three straight. fQr
Cubg or Qne Beas(m and then factor in the sport. The pitcher who
.
k
Things were coming nne lor me uuuu6
is too free with them will never be a
the crisis. All at once me wuiu
Hendrix did great work as a strike winner, and the youngster who realveered and we dropped four straight. out artist. He made no records of izes this fact and spends some extra
Then it happened just as it did last fanning a dozen or more batters per time
practi ing his control will always
fall. I was the fall guy; Callahan the came but lust the same he whiffed
the lazier fellow who likes to sit
beat
.
hero. I had worked my pitchers poorbatters - to be proud of the rec- - around and talk about his hard luck
with
his
grand or(J In th(J
ly, Callahan had used
games or parta of and what he would have done to the
conviction.
vhich he worked 1G1 batters were enemy if only he could have got the
"But let me tell you a few things, forced t0 take tnree 8Wings and sit ball over the plate.
We of the Cubs have no excuses to .
giving him an average of 4.6
e wMch is not bad
make, but a better team beat us. The
ffg
f'nha were not the best club in the
He is the owner of good control. ACADEMY AND
National League or the fifth best. True, he walked a good deal ; of men
WESTERN PLAY
That's straight goods. When we in one game on several occasions, but
FOOTBALL TODAY
faced the Sox we had two pitchers I his Walking record for the season
could rely on. They were Cheney and shows he has passed only 95 batters,
Lavender. Both are splendid workers less than 3 per game. This thing of
Annapolis, Md., Nov. 1. The Naval
when they work every fourth day. control brings about the downfall of Academy foot ball and the Western
The occasion demanded I use them manv & voungster. but Hendrix had rAonM.. rnlrtra taam nlnvoH this 5f.
? that iii nno nf thp main reasons
for
kernnnn their came scheduled
every third day, even oftener. They it
couldn't stand the gaff.
On account of the funeral
why he succeeded so nobly in the Tom tomorrow.
He Lynch organization his first season, of Vice president Sherman tomorrow,
"I consider Walsh a wonder.
has more strength than either Lav- although he did work for the team '.the college authorities called off the
ender or Cheney, That's why he latter part of 1911. Chicago Tribune. game but the visiting teams'
d arrival caused them to Play U t0"
wore us out"
GITS HIS.
Baseball sense wins many a game.
30.
Zimmerman
Heine
Oct.
Chicago,
Madigon t0.
There were the Cubs this year, who has been rewarded for his
Jdav begaI to fln up wlth foot ball
in
than
head
in
their
earn
more
had
speed
lent batting on the Cub baseball
to
feet. Several of the veterans were this year by President Murphy with a!
between the universitleB
annual
five
two steps slower than they were
dmmond horseshoe pin in a check for,
ch.
wigcongjn tomorrow.
years ago in getting to first base. leading the National League in bat- Umbered up with short
still
bunch
of
the
v.
Jolmnv Evers alone
iiug. xub a,..Uu..v
rung and s,gnai practice.
teat out bunts. He alone of that grand not announced.
Armannlin. ' Md..' Nov. 1. First half:
..
crew Schulte Sheckard, Tinker and: ueiore me seiibuii iurm r icsmcui.
7; Western Reserve 0.
the rest had a year as good as ever Murphy made tne remark to the third Navy
The contest was called an "unofin his career.
baseman that he would present him ficial game," no cheering or encourWrhile driving his auto a few years with a diamond pin if he batted more agement of teams was allowed other
to
ago he met with an accident in which than .325. As his average is close
than handclapping.
'
a dear friend of his a baseball writer, the .375 mark he earned the gift.fol
his
further
showed
appreciaNervous
prostration
was killed.
Murphy
QUARTERBACK OUT OF GAME.
lowed this. What other ballplayer tjon by presenting Zimmerman with
linneapolis, ilinn., Nov. 1. Quartliving could have come back and done the check.
erback Tollefson, one of the stars of
what Evers did this year.'
the Minnesota backfield, has been deWhile you are talking about your
PITCHERS NEED CONTROL
clared ineligible and will be out of the
Cobbs, Jacksons, Speakers and Doyles,
(BY TOMMY CLARK.)
game with Illinois tomorrow and all
don't forget that Evers was among the
the remaining games of the season,
surest
on
the
are
balls
way
Bases
s
four best batters of the National leag-thi- to lose ball games, and the only won- - The Illinois team arrived here today.
fact
the
year. Don't overlook
der is that more young pitchers show.
that he steals as many bases as ever so
little. sense and ambition about JOHNSON IS PUT OUT
and
bunts
as
out
plays
many
beats
OF BUSINESS IN CHICAGO.
.i.- -:
ni,.,m,i
ei-r
did
as
he
ATiAA4.n
that old second sack
rui
m., rn i .
tha Part nff n trhpra nf thft country
uitasu, in
rf
years ago.
is Cohen today notified the police that
control
fhat
rnnsppntivplv
w cat
It is not beyond
esse'ntial feature of the saloon operated in connection
ajon
EVer3d Dovr won tne, cars and ae -- a! success in the pitching line, and with Jack Johnson's "cafe de
p.on ghouM fee c,osed &g nQ Iicenge
pjtcherg
has
been issued for the establishment
if
in
their
favor,
they
stronger than ever with everything
who lose to take the place of the one which
to
work
hard,
are
willing
U
Uian
it
r
our head
g
for big success by fail.ng p.red last midnight.
we expect to hear our little son j their chance
j
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rousing open meeting of F.
Farmer Homestead No. 2S79, Brotherhood of American Yeoman was held
at Fireman's hall last evening, with a
chilgood program rendered by the
members.
of
the
dren and friends
This was the children's festival and
the children taking' part were trying
for various prizes.
As a result of the contest the following received the highest and next
highest awards from the judges:
Girls to age 10 First prize won by
Miss Adelina Muniz. Second prize won
by Miss Mary Wagner.
Boys to age 10 First prize, Edward
Privett.
prize. Miss
Girls age 11 to
prize, Miss
Ruth E. Moore. "Second
'
'
Eufracia Casados:'
prize,
Boys age 11 to t ,14n-FPablo Casados;;: Second prize, Encarnacion Romero.
The program was well rendered and
after the award of the judges, cake
and coffee was served to the members
and friends, and oranges and candy to
girls and boys. One, of the best parts
of the program was, the recitation of
Address by
Lincoln's Gettysburg
Isauro Pacheco. This was a Spanish
translation' and was very well received and well spoken. ,(
A

'

'

SANTA FE, N. M.

DARK BALKAN BATTLE FIELDS

and

One
JOHN BANISTER.
to(Editor's Note John Banister is
war corresof
the
leading
one
day
in the Balpondents on the firing line
the Japanese-Rin,
his
spurs
kans. He won
war and in the Portuguese
ussian
revolution in 1910. The old war cor- e
respondent traveled with the
of the army and wrote long
were printed sometime.
which
essays,
The new, twentieth century war corhook
respondent gets to the front by
or crook, writes his story on horseback or in an army wagon and. hursta-tiories with it to the distant mail
of
lack
of
hardships,
regardless
sleep or hunger. Such a correspond-iTnW Rainster. It is barely
three weeks since the Montenegrins
opened the Balkan war at Podgoritza, but today the New Mexican, .muusands of miles away, prints his story
direct from the first battlefield.)

One of the war's heroines is Miss
Mary Durham, the war correspondent
who has lived in Montenegro for ,12
years, and was so proud, she told me,
to see the first gun fired on Wednes-

Buttercups and Daisys
Miss Mary Romero
Recitation Blind Man and the Ele, Miss Flora Akers
phant
Recitation WTish I Was a Boy....
Miss Mary Wagner
Song -- My Toy Balloon
;
... Miss Adelina Muniz
Recitation Thanksgiving
Miss Marie Privett
Recitation Pulling Basting Threads
... Edward Privett
Dialogue Minister's Call
Encarnacion Romero, Pablo Casados
Recitation Plantonioy La Maraposa
(Spanish) .... ... .Pablo Casados
Lincoln's Gettysburg
Recitation
Isauro Pacheco
Address
Piano Solo
.....Miss Ruth Moore
GOES DOWN
SIX MEN DROWNED.

..
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with one male assistant and a fe
devoted women
I saw him probing the wound of a
man of 60, who sat stripped to, the
BANISTER.)
JOHN
(BY
old
. ..
ov. waist , sunDorted
by- two otherrr
Tanonia V written mi liic no
tame
plain-aea- i
in
a
men,
upon
ican.)
Mon- room like a barn.
Cattaro, Nov. 1. After seeing
The bullet was found and extractat
close
life
tenegro fighting for her
ed
and the wound hastily dressed.
quarters, I drove 70 miles during the The man never fainted or groaned,
mountainous
night through
but his face glistened with agony.
He had been wounded two. hours
before and brought in upon a horse.'
'
His case is hopeless.
The doctor dealt with 12 cases in
one hour, and I helped him with
bandages and sponging whenever necessary.
The contrast between his modern
skill and the eighteenth centtfry" com
ditions in which he worked was "grue-- !
some.
;' " ."
There were, no wagons for the
wounded. The worst cases came on
stretchers, generally borne by. AlKnninn. In nnoor hlnpk nnrl whiff ftos- roads between Podgoritza and tniB tumes with woolen scarfs tiedrover
Austrian nort to get this letter away their faces, as though they suffered
'
'
The government has commandeered j from ; permanent toothache.
all vehicles" and horses but the minI saw 300 Turkish prisoners lined
istry of war kindly gave me a place up before the military hearquarters
van carrying
in a powerful motor-mai- l
and then married off to prison, with
the French and Servian 'ministers, a piece of bread' each.
ammunition and weapons down fromj
Every man over 18 and under 65 is
Cetinje to the king's camp at I Pod-- ' !111 ,kA
t - rt(i needed
f; .. ; ir
lino' vovant
.
II1C 111
..(-- ,
goritza.
in the town.
for
administration
.Podgoritza, which means ."Foot of
Women bring up ammunition, fod- the Mountain, lies at tne eage o a,
train8 of buock wag
fertile plain. Here is wnere mer
are hundreds of women
There
first battle of the Balkan war , W
, traveed part o tne
arffla
fought. The Monenegnns .rushed,
of a Servlan co.
the Turk forts on the mountain and
hufiband and
boy
won a great victory.
ftre &t thfl ftont wkh the army.
a
about
dashes
in.
King Nicholas
and wM going tQ join
:
motor car and sleeps upon the tested them"
.
,
.
;
field.
no
newspapers printed
There are
The splendid fighting spirit of tbe
u.
now. women
Montenegrins as a nation in arms
l"B
"
"l
commands admiration, but the tragedy
war and wounded. So many men of theof their inadequate
equipment for
"
'
.. same names are fighting that dread.
is appalling.
,
iuuic ,
perpiexnjMontenegro is iinon the verge
main army's ar
Th
Montenegrin
men
in
are
the
all
starvation. Nearly
'
local Turkisthe firing line, and bread yesterday tillery is superior to the
;
h.--,
cost 25 cents a loaf, because flour is
Since leaving London I have traveled
scarce and there are no bakers to
'
in 14 trains, two ships, and 260
bake it. ,
'""
Hotels could sell no beer because miles by road ; done in four days.
English-speakinpeople here have
the brewery is closed. Hens continue
for
laying eggs, hut areirjthemselyes agreed to call Podgoritza "Pod",
.
diminishing. The government bought short.
a' large quantity of maize in the Some 5,000 Malissori tribesmen are
rear.
spring from Bulgaria, and this" should attacking the Turks from the
feed the army until . the end , of Hundreds have arrived at Podgoritza
'
seeking arms.
October.
Fighting takes place on vast mounManuel B. Otero in charge of the
tain slopes, and any man hit falls
federal
no
building announces that all
is
There
rocks.
proper
the
among
offies in the federal buildfind
to
government
ambulance service organized
the wounded, and no &me to attend to ing will be closed tomorrow because
Sherof the funeral of
the dead. ' 3Iany wounded die
I
.
j
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GOOD WORK.

The Roy Threshing company, have
pulled in their outfit for the season,
having left the scattering small jobs
to the other mills. They threshed in
the neighborhood of 25,000 bushels of
wheat and that is going some for the
short length of time they were in the
field. Their work was unexcelled and
next year if, you have threshing to do.
it will pay you to get a threshing machine to do your work that does
threshing. Roy Spanish-AmericaAll good

Elks'.

pictures tonight at

QUARTET AND
DUETTS,

SOLOS,

TRIOS.
QUARTETTE

AND CHORUSES.
TRIO VIOLIN, 'CELLO AND
HARP.
THE BYRONDOLIN.
,, (Four persons playing on one
instrument. Used only by this

company.)
Piano Soloist, Tenor ; Soloist,
Violin Soloist, Cornet Soloist,
' iySaxaphone Duettists.
And the Following Instruments :
;
Trap
Trombone,
Clarinet,
Drums, Orchestra Bells, Harp,
Guitar,
Mandola,
Mandolin,
Ukalele (Hawaiian Instrument),
'Cello, Contra Bass, Tenor, Alto
and Soprano Saxaphones.

;

Price, 50c, 75c and $1.00

Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,

WILLIAM

FARAH-E-

MIGNARDOT

MIL

THE

"--

j

qJ

-

Bu.

nr

of!'

-

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
x

thirst

!

A Ulass of
A

California Wine will

put blood in your veins !
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles
0
1

;

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

'nd DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

CIOARS
Phone 239 W

-- S'

,

g

Pope Motor Cycle
'

4 Horse Power

,

PRICE, $165.00

With

Magneto.

Imported
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
, left at the factory
.

-

Vice-Preside-

the

OR-

GRAND

"rteUINTET.

.

'

.

IUUI

THE COMPANY INCLUDES

TROUBADOURS'

1

-

Si

4, 1912

BYRON'S

Vi

Marshfield, Oregon,; Nov. 1. The
small gasoline schooner Osphrey and
her entire crew of six .Men were lost
at the entrance of the Port of Marsh-fielearly today when '. the vessel
crashed into the jetty in a ,heavy sea.
Captain Jacobson attempted to bring
the schooner in over the bar where
the waves were "running mountain
high, but the wind failed him and his
boat was swept down : on the jetty.
Every sea drove, across the schooner's
decks and the entire crew was car,
ried nverhoard and lost.
Aviator Christofferson, of Portland,
with a newspaper reporter, made two
trips over the wrecked vessel in his
He
biplane but could do nothing.demonstrated, however, that a flying
machine could take a line to a dis
tressed vessel.
,.

SANTA FE,'N.M.

Theatre, I

EICk's

.

---

Recitation

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

e

c

PROGRAM.
Miss Elvira Gonzales
Piano Solo
Recitation Little Town of Santa Fe
Miss Eufracia Casados

Dates of Sale, Nov. 16 to 20,1912.
Return Limit, Nov. 24th.

H, S. LUTZ, Agent,
"And I have been out every .day,",
she said. "It is more difficult to
reach the firing line because the Montenegrins are advancing.
"But I liked hearing the, shells
while-thswishing, though I lay flat,
Turks fired. To women keen on
this war, it seems almost too good m
to be true."
'
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
Miss Durham is helping to nurse
1
the wounded near Scoutari.
The awful price the nation is paying smote one's heart at the hospital
where the king's physician. Dr. Man- -

n

,

Fare From

One-Fif- th

All Points In New Mexico.

day.

head-quarter-

'

17th to 21st, 1912.

November

,

irst

SCHOONER

Scottish Rite Cathedral,

FIRST DIRECT ARTICLE FROM

ENJOYABLE TIME

...

-

'

man.

v

UGfHT SIL EST AXE BF.L1.AII K.

PASH BROS:, Agts.,

SantaFe

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

Established

1,

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Incorporated

1856

Here We
Are,

a

i

persons

1903

nice

1

1

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.

Business

office,

31

THE FINEST LINE OF

LADIES' SUITINGS and DRESS GOODS
EVER 5HOWN IN SANTA FE.

Let m show you the beautiful Broadcloth Suitings in the
.
new. colors. You U1 find them pleasing,
' " " and
they' work' up handsomely.
.

FINE ENGLISH WHIP CORDS
AND THE TWO TONE TWILLS
in colors to work up with anything.

OFLADIES!

QUIETEST

HALLOWEENS

W.

Phillips the lumber man is
here from Velarde.
M. H. Dearstyne, the well
known
salesman, is here from Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cook of New
York, are tourists in the city.
Mrs. Walter Leed and Mrs. Sara
Leed of Portland, Oregon, are sight-- I
seers in the city.
Dr. Thomas A. .McCarthy has returned from a trip in the north. He
finds the state looking prosperous.
Miss Dorothy Meyers,
one of the
prettiest and most attractive girls in
the state, returned to her home in
Gallup yesterday afternoon, to the re-- j
gret of many friends she made here
while visiting Miss Laughlin,
His Grace, the Most Rev. J. B. Pita-va- l
returned last night from Denver
where he pontificated Sunday at the
dedication of the new cathedral. In
Denver the archbishop spent much
time with Cardinal Farley, riding
with His Eminence from the depot to
the bishop's house anil greeting thou
sands of Catholics who lined t '
streets.
B.
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GOBLINS

FIGHT

EARLY

POLICE

WHEN

CENTAURS
THEM-TH-

BORE

STOLE
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In

Our line of Blankets

RIDING

LIKE

DOWN

UPON

iP

iieii:

warn mem mmmaimmm

STRITCTLY

Man Tailored

MAKERS

Blankets from $ .75 to $9.00 a pair
Comforters from $1.75 to $15.00 each

JULIUS H. GERDES

GARMENTS'1'.

NOW!

;! Made to Your Measure
FOR LADIES
I

ARE IN PLAZA

and Down

In Wool, Half Wool
m

FOR ONE WEEK

Four policemen mounted on lierv
A SPECIAL SALE of the latest
Misses' and Chisteeds and three "plain clothes'' men 1
ldren's Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
completely routeti the gliosis and goblins lust night, making the Halloween
WfklCU A
WAITI We have purchased from the
festivities of 1912 go down in Santa
MAI best tailoring establishment in
Fe history as the "tamest" ever.
Guaranteed Lining.
g
New
a
York
and
In many new shades
large LADIES' AND MISSES' SUITS
City
styles.
Customers Send for
The old spirit of mischief manifest- consignment of . .
ed itself as the sun sank iu the west g Samples and New Measurement
in Whip Cord and Serges. They should be here next week.
and anxious housewives were seen un-- j B Blanks, Boa V 2.
An J above all the strictly swel I one-priKeep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
chaining the doormats and bringing
them indoors, fastening the windows 1 THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
will pay you. We are going to turn them quick.
DRESSES FOR AFTERNOON and EVENING WEAR
and bolting doors Those who had ten-- :
MORE CANADIAN
East Side Plaza.
S
ces that were not too secure kept
BANK ROBBERS
mulch, ami uie prouu owner or a:
CO
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
IN THE TOILS steep stepladder or other articles
easily taken from their
moorings,
Sna;
School of Dancing & Deportment
made precautions against pillages and
1.
H. E.
Columbus,
Ohio, Xov.
vandals.
Mrs. Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall
Campbell and Joe P. Gavin, who the
Jack Frost seemed to be in harmony
Children' Class begins Silt Out, 25, 2 p.m.
police believe are implicated in, the
Hinh Srhool Mutint.e Sut. Oct. 26. 4 p. in
sent some
$200,000 bank robbery at New West with the police, for he
Auult Clas. Friday. Nov. 1st. to Up. m
. H IM., IU
blasts
which
U t,
,
warned
It. II
wintry
pedes-nnnriuul.V,
INSURE WITH HAVWAliD AND RtST CONTENT.
were
here
arrested
Minister, Canada,
tnuns against midnight strolls. Then,
;
today.
The men were arrested by United too, the Elks 'theatre and other atBANK
CO. States
UNITED
Place of one to five acres,
tractions drew many tor the evening,
Deputy jlarshal Al. Batfr, when
a
but
to
feWyoungsters
leaving
prowl GENERAL LEA
they entered the postoflice'vj'rivate
Fe. We
near
detectives are said to have followed around.
DIES SUDDENLY
the men to this city and,have'nbtified
The chief activity of the Halloween
reasonable
have purchaser for such"a
the federal authorities of their pres workers seems to have been confined
IN CALIFORNIA
ence here.
to moving ash cans. This morning live
Does
price. List with
'I wo of the men implicated in the stalwart looking aBh
holders were
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. Gener-- ;
lined
up against the east side of the al Homer Lta, the American 'thizen;
robbery have been captured and $10,000 of the stolen money recovered. monument in the plaza, right under whn nrtpH as advisor to the leaders
Your Patronage Solicited
The men under arrest here will be the legend stating, the monument
hadjof the late Chinese rebellion, died at
fteii pending investigation. The po- ucc"
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building-- , Santa Fe, N. M.
"V lue wizens or uie ter- - hia rpKir)prK
12K WadRwmth avenue.
lice say,' they answer the description ritory.
;
H0
12:
Ocean Park, at
this afternoon.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
of the men wanted.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
Some one hung up a goblin in John
1
Nov.
Chicago,
son
Chicago
police
but
who
B.
the
SDirit
street,
CHARITY.
TO
GIVES
LAMY,
caught
GUGGENHEIM
';,
J,
have been on the lookout for two men o another world remains to be seen.
named Campbell and Gavin, charged
of spirit there was only
Denver, Colo., Nov. I. Simon Gugwith participation in the Canadian oneSpeaking
arrest for excessive conviviality genheim, U. S. Senator from Colorado,
bank robbery. They were supposed to last
I I I I
night.
has subscribed $50,000 (or the build- Mill have been the companions o James
"Most orderly city (.we have seen injing of an addition to the new Monte-years,W. Stacey, held here under robbery
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
declared the,fpolice, as they flore home, the corner stone of which
charge and on the charge of assault
in
New
been
laid
York,
has
just
with intent to kill former Lieutenant yawned. They were indeed tired after
B J.' Burns, of the Chicago police de- staying at work all day yesterday and
President Jacob H. Schiff, of the
Are Showing This Week
board ot directors ot the home, an- partment. Burns failure to arrest msi nignt ana going on duty today.
in
his
at
the
A Complete Line of
The store keepers, that is. those nounced the gift
speech
Stacey and the others led to his dismissal from the department.
who make a point to decorate then- - corner sfone laying ceremonies. He
F1RST-CIASSON
1
REAL ESTATE
windows for festive occasions, saw to said that the directors had decided
to build a special hospital for paWOUND NOT
it that the wide-eyeand
tients
able to pay their expenses adSan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 1 Folcome
should
into its
pumpkin
the group of buildings of the
joining
own
a
more
last night. And figures of witches,
careful examination of
lowing
Fire, Life, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
the gurisshot wound in the head that too, standing in front of open tire home.
caused the death of Mrs. Jean
places, were seen with their brooms
Denver, Colo., Nov. 1. Horace W.
wife of W. P. McComas, the and wild-eyegrimances. The youngwealthy mining engineer of Los An- sters passing by were loud in their ex- Clark, who died today in Frederick,
Md., was born in Cumberland, Md., on
geles" and Mexico, Dr. David Stafford, pressions of delight at the sight.
He started in
county autopsy surgeon, informed Cor
One of the worst pranks attempted September 27, 1854.
the railroad business as an apprenoner Leland today that he had been was the
fire
a
of
on
San tice in a machine
opening
unable to detect any evidence that the Francisco street not far plug
shop with an Illifrom 'the
UNDERTAKING A
nois road.
He resigned as general
wound was
According Lonkling residence. Had the police
Red
189.
ot
to
and
the
Dr. Stafford, there was an absence not ridden down and
international
Phone;
manager
stopped the flow Great Northern to become vice
of powder marks about the wound and of water with the
presiwrench
left
big
1 1 9 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the autopsy disclosed what appear to nearby there mieht have hepn a Hkat. dent of the Denver & Rio Grande in
be bruises about the head which
ing rink on "Frisco" street thin mnrn. August' 1910. The first order he is
sued after arriving in Denver was
might have been caused by blows.
ing.
Coroner Leland has ordered a comIn former years Santa Fe, with other that the company's trains should be
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
plete investigation of the circum- cities, had much to suffer on Hallow- run on schedule time and every effort
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
stances surrounding the case.
een night. One of the worst tricks during the next few months was to
LINE of
effect.
He
order
into
left
that
perpetrated was pai?ing the town put
the Denver & Rio Grande in 1911.
SILVER
red with real anarchistic
paint.
Smashing of windows was another exThis is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DISCHARGES! pensive lark, productive of much pro- State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
License Numbers, 66-6Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
fanity on the part of all except the
Lucas county. ss.
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
BELIEVED IN
Next Door to Postoff ice,
perpetrators and the glaziers.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
24 HOURS!
San
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Reliable
9
& Co., doing business in the
Each Can- - X
Stu'et.
Cheney
COAL COMPANIES
sulo bears MIDYJ3
state
City of Toledo, county and
the nameAND RAILROADS
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Meware qf counterfeits
sum of OXE HUNDRED
ALL DRUGGISTS
CLOSELV ALLIED the for each and every case of
lit ttifi iiMt
i
trirm
itiiT
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. A sensation use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
developed today in Interstate ComSEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
DC. missioner James S. Harlan's investiga Sworn to before me and subscribed
tion into the relations between off- in my presence, this 6th day of Deicials of the New York Central lines cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Where Prices are Lowest and certain Illinois coal companies. (Seal)
Notary Public.
An accusation was made that caroon
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
for Safe Quality.
copies of invoices relating to the $60,- - nally and acts directly upon the blood
00Q paid the O'Gara Coal company, in
and mucous surfaces of the system.
which the railroad officials once had Send for
testimonials, free.
financial interest, for lost coal, has F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
been altered. Counsel for the governSold by all Druggists, 75c.
e.:
NEW MEXICO.
ment said the invoices submitted
Take Hall's Family pills for
1
Do Not Overlook the Quality were in fact altered copies of others
ShoiB
which had covered legal payments of
to
$84,000
coal
the
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
company.
Returns !
Just as well as quantity, the quality
Yes, sir that's the shoe
of every article sold by us must be
"
1
that nufc.es walking de- ifcy
our
and
SANTA
FE HAS
guarantee goes with
right
u
the
every purchase. If not right, let us
WRECK (N VAROS
know and you get your money back.
And one
shoe on earth.
TT
Ml '
If?
AT KANSAS CITY
vv TT7
x ou ii eo come
snow you llTf
weenIt s wear win

FACE COATINGS

DOUBLE

SELIGMAN BROS. CDMPAWY

$25.00 up

I Coats $20.00 up
I

tfrtlWll

n

IW
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1

STATES

-

,4

.

I

t

TRUST

WANTED-

'

CAPITAL $50,300 00

or

j

a

Santa
tractgat

a General Banking Business

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

"ju

t.

WWMUtll

"

MONEY TO LOAN

i
i

d

Parlor Suits, Sofas I and
Rocking Chairs.j

open-mouthe- d

Wisner-AlcComa-

SURETY BONDS.

d

Everything in the Furniture Line

O. C. WATSON & CO.

SPECIALTY.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

"ALAIN"

URINARY

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

PLATED WARE

H. C. YONTZ,

Why Wait ?

DOL-LAPi-

it

ft

TAUPER1

Dispensing Optician,

QUALITY!

las Vegas;

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS; IN THE CITY

More

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Fcst
of 5atisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

Telephone

Fair!

9

W

Can You Really Ask

or Expect More?
We have just unloaded another car
of the celebrated Boss Patent Flour.
You know the quality of that brand
is not excelled and equalled by, well
we have yet to see its equal.

If you use embossed stationerj, you
A live paper makes a live f town.
can
do no better than place your or- COLORADO WHITE
Ve are makln" a live paper. Read- it.
-

POTATOES

der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon a full car, the quality the best. Betrequest. Our styles and forms are ter
get a couple of sacks in the cellar
strictly up to date.
while you can get the right quality
and the price is low.
It will not pay you to waste
your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already
printed at the New Mexican
Printing H.
S. KAUNE
CO
'

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
ot old

for each Set
False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi. id for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONEY SEND BY RETURN MAIT.
SMELTING & RE FUMING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

PHILA.
863

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

a

Company.

TO

DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum, fiifrhest prices paid.

New Mexican
bring returns.

want

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 1. Sixteen
persons were injured, several of them
seriously,, today when an open switch
caused two
Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe passenger trains
collided in the railroad yards here.
A chair car and a buffet car of train
No. 11 practically were demolished.
west-boun-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

Can We Do Anything

ads. . always

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualify,

n

Reed.

MAYES

Mexico, Mo., Nov. 1. Colonel Green
Clay, former secretary of the Ameri
can legation in Italy and Russia, under
his uncle, Cassius M. Clary, died to-- !
day at his home here.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 1. A German cruiser has arrived at Vera Cruz,
Mexico.
The vessel has lately been

ys.

I

3

easiest

iigttul

tit.
on tired,

1

INSURANCE

at night not limping along
aching feet
but just as spruce and as fresh as when you
A
left in the morning.

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

You'll enjoy the walking. Simply because the

d

REAL

Shccs fits ''our foot like a sieve fills the ho!- lows distributes your weight so eveniy that you
walk on your zvhclc loot not just half.

ESTATE

Fits comfortably the firtt day needs no break- ins in keeps its shaoe and wears well. We
have a variety of styles and leathers to show
you when yo" come in tci"Trow.

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc.

rvum'

II IM

patrolling West Indian waters and
the state department attaches no special significance to her visit at the
Mexican port. The United States
cruiser Des Moines still is in Vera
Cruz harbor. A British cruiser asOf All
signed to patrol duty, has just left
Vera Cruz after a two days visit.
Rebel activity is reported at the Telephone 194 W., Room
petroleum district in the south and
west of Vera Cruz state and teleLAUGHLIN BUILDING,
graphic communication with that secI
tion is unsatisfactory.
- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE

Surety Bonds
Kinds.

U

ros

and Comforters include

Every Design and Giade

125 Palace Ave.

LAST NIGHT

WHICH

Correct'Styles

i'ii

ankets and Comforter

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

UP

GAVE

THE FUN

EN

the

MILLINERY

EVER SEEN
GHOSTS

You Will Find
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HOOfi.l CUKES

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS. J
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
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Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered as Second Class Matter at
The Santa Fc New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano

the Santa

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
r
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President.

Fe Postofflce

The Oldest Bank in the State.

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

12.50

Dally por quarter, by

Weekly, par year

S1.00

Weekly, tlx montba

Dally

11.25

Per Ouarter, by mall
carrier

15.0

$1.60

FRKU1

REMARKS

50

Dos Cafiones

'

WHAT IS THE NUMBER?
reToo often that In the aiiKWer
in
ceived from the telephone ollice
San
Santa Fe when u call is made for some

Viejcn,' Uncle Tom?

El Chanate del Condado
Que no?
Miguel.
.

"All of Today's News Today"

AST,tBSH

de

business house or residence

In

the

who makeH the
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana! city, when the one
In vain lor the number in
call
looks
yield lor u (mention?

M

In Jack's clothes and IntendH to act
as guide for the Mary Simmons party.
Mary becomes alurtned at Jack's absence and becomes suspicious when
she sees the renegade with her silk
handkerchief about, his neck. The
renegade finally becomes suspicious,
dashes away, but Incites the Indians
on the wagon
to liiuko an attack
train. Jack of course brings assist- ance; everything comes out well and
they "live happily ever after."
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to be congratulated on having the
first chance at these interesting
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Organized in 1870.

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
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ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

OF

Balieta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19 Don
Gaspar Avenue.
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FE, N. M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

EUROPEAN PLAN.

AND

LEADING COMMERCIAL

HOTEL.

deep-ioole-
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j

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

vaI-Kv-

.

dis-uo-

Meals, 50 Cents.

j

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

j

steam heat, electric lights.

LARUE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

'

The Montezuma Hotel

life-givin- g

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
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I
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I

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ? .

Think About It!
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Foods That Bind
Little Children
Start Them Off Right With a Good
Laxative and Then Watch
Their Diet.
Mothers are often unconsciously
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to eat the same
foods. The fact is that all foods do
not agree alike with different persons.
Hence, avoid what seems to constipate
the child, or to give it indigestion, and
urge it to take more of what is quickly digested.
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation it should immediately be
given a mild laxative to help the
bowels. By this is not meant a physic
or purgative, for these should never
be given to children, nor anything
like salts, pills, etc. What the child
requires is simply a small does of
the gentlest of medicines, Buch as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which in
the opinion of thousands of watchful
mothers is. the ideal remedy for any
child showing a tendency to constipation. So many things can happen to
a constipated child that care is necessary. Catching cold, piles, headaches,
sleeplessness, and many other annoy
ances that children should not have
can usually be traced to constipation.
'
Many of America's foremost families are never without Syrup Pepsin,
because one can never tell when some
member of the family may need it,
and all can use it. Thousands endorse it, among them the parents of
Alton
Nacogdoches,
Hillenkamp,
Tex., and Mrs. H. B. Chesman, Sherwood, Ore., who buy it regularly of
their druggist at fifty cents and one
dollar a bottle, the latter size being

ten where he was accidentally shot by
revolver while on duty. Interment took place Sunday in Fairmont cemetery. The unfortunate man
was stooping over to pick up something between the tracks when his
revolver slipped out of his holster,
grilling its hammer against the rail
and causing it to discharge its bul- let into his body. Raton Range.
hiB own

GOING SOME.

Henderson has harvested two
fine crops of oats this year from one
The oats were sown ubout
sowing.
the first of May and the first crop
cut and threshed the latter part of
V. A.

meeting of the state park board which
was held in this city during the fair,
at which time T. J. Miuvau, of Chicago, representing the American Park
builders of that city, made a notable
address on the park systems employed at home ant abroad. Local citizenship generally participated In the
meeting, the Woman's Club, through
lt wnrthv nresident. rntilrihiitiii!? ItH
share of enthusiasm to the enterprise.
The appointment of it. U. Kemp by
the Commercial Club to represent this
organization in the work, adds color
to the preliminaries and denotes a
desire to get into the movement
which is so meaningful of the city's

July, making about ij bushels perj good. Roswell News.
acre, it began raining at that time and
the stubble put cm new growth and
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Mr. Henderson has just recently bar-- !
cutsecond
from
the
vested a fine crop
PALACE.
ting. Ho lives one mile northeast of
Des Moines and the goods are there
George W. Arniijo, City.
Mrs. Arniijo, City.
above
on show for the statement
,
Mr. and .Mrs. J. W. Stephens,
made. Mr. Henderson is an excellent
Atta.
farmer and not afraid to work. Des
E. G. Hochstetter, Buffalo.
Moines Swastika.
.Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cook, New York
D. MacCurdy, City.
BOUGHT SOME EXPERIENCE.
T. H. Hole, Jr., New York.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Brockmeir, of
Lebannax, Chicago.
Henry
Sun-- i
last
here
arrived
111.,
Freeport,
M. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
day and made a run to Cabra Springs
C. J. Closson, Farmington.
where Mr. Brockmeir has interest in
C. E, McGinnis, Santa Rosa.
real estate. Mr. Brockmeir has faith
If. D. Tateman, Baker City, Oregon.
is
he
in this country
says and
holding
W. Bowers, Baker City, Oregon.
J.
on to his real estate hard and fast.
K. C. Smith, Phoenix.
Dakota
He once invested in South
Fred S. Sehaum, Virginia.
and knew of the farmers rushing in
Mrs. Walter Leed, Portland, Oregon.
there and meeting with disaster in
Mrs. Sara Leed, Portland, Oregon.
their farming operation and then
MONTEZUMA.
fleeing from the country like rats
L. J I. Ritter, Portsmouth, O.
leaving a sinking ship. He says much
G. P. French, Denver.
of the land the settlers fled from is
A. C. Frame, Los Angeles.
now worth $100 an acre. Cuervo Clip-M.

THERE.
The fire-bugot in his work again
Thursday morning about 3 o'clock.
This time it was the feed and hay
yard of Demecio Cisneros, the same
person that was burned out last year.
The loss is quite heavy. Questa needs
a night patrol. Questa Gazette.
BUG

g

MARCH TO MUSIC.
Don't think for a moment

ALTON HILLENKAMP.

bought by those who already know
its value, and it contains proportionately more.
Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin as it
is very pleasant to the taste. It is
and free
also mild and
from injurious ingredients.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of it before buying It in the regular way of a
druggist, send your address a postal
g

1

H. Loyd, City.
W. A. Moore, Albuquerque.
Leo Smith, City.
Mrs. Leeson, City.
Mr. and Mrs. M. 11. .Marks, Denver.
I. Sparks, City.
Stenkfaden and son, Las Vegas.

to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 415 per.
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
FAT HOGS.
a free sample bottle will be mailed
The firm of T. F. Coffin & Uro., of
you. Results are always guaranteed
or money will be refunded.
Hope, loaded three cars of fat hogs
and four cars of lambs here last Sat
urday morning which left on the noon
train for Kansas City.
CORONADO.
The shipment of hogs was a fine
J. T. Donaho, Edgar, Neb.
bunch and consisted of 177 head of
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
fat stuff averaging over 2S0 lbs. each.
J. F. Montano, Tierta Amarilla.
They were beauties and had been
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Radford, The
pecially meet the drilling conditions grown and fatted at Hope.
Co.
Rosary
well
first
The
in
this
found
The majority of the bunch were
valley.
A. A. Tipton, Santa Rosa.
will be put down on land belonging grown by the Coffin Bros, but a porByron E. Cagle, City.
to James T. Dean, located northeast tion of them were raised by G. A.
of Columbus. Columbus Courier.
Shelton.
EUROPEAN.
wethThe lambs were black-facNew York.
Wortli
Kinney,
of
ers
were
fine
fat
bunch
a
and
BACK.
GET
stuff,
TO
LUCK
GOOD
Charles Dawson, New York.
cars.
citiconsisting of four double-decJack Stark, being a
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Radford, New
The shipment was in charge of Mr.
zen and wishing to conform to the
York.
Arte-siG. A. Shelton.
Chas.
Coffin
and
New Mexico law which provides that
Fred Norden, Denver.
Advocate.
resident of the state
each
Walter G. Taber, Glorietta.
the
is entitled to a buck deer during
J. II. Smith, Terrill, Texas.
TO MAKE PRETTIER CITY.
season, left Sunday evening for the
C. C. Tanehill, president
of
the
mountains and was back Monday noon
SWALLOWS
buck that turned Koswell Commercial Club has appoint- SPANIEL
with a big black-tai- l
PAY ENVELOPE.
R.
to
H.
that
ed
body
represent
Kemp
the local nimrods green with envy. in
the City Civic Club, which i3 being
But Jack, with becoming modesty, atthe
tributes it partly to luck and a organized to assist the Park board in Columbia, Pa., Nov. L After had
civic improvements.
clerk at the Earl Brush factory
mighty good rifle. Silver City EnterIt i3 the purpose of the commercial filled the pay envelopes he left the
prise.
with the office in charge of a pet cocker spanorganization to
two bodies in promoting the civic at- - iel. When he returned he found that
KILLED ON DUTY.
The death of Joe Melic'h, night tractiveness of Roswell, as it relates the dog had amused itself by chewing
con- watchman at Van Houten, occurred w us coiuempiaieu eysLem oi phi km, up the envelopes. An envelope
missis
bill
a
?2
bill
and
a
$10
other
and
hos-boulevards,
improvements taining
cintiirdnv mnrninff at the Miners
Is
the
that
the
dog
civic
The
presumption
improve- ing
pital after being brought up by au- -' of a civic nature.
from Van Hou-- ment idea was given impetus at the swallowed the bills.
tomobile
will do

e

k

g

a

that

we

in Amistad.
are not
Here our school children march to and
from their school rooms to the inspiring music of a real brass band..
Beat it if you can. Amistad Tribune-HeraldREADY TO DRILL.

The Columbus Well 'Drilling company, composed of some of the foremost farmers and business men of
this vicinity has received its first
well drilling machine. It is of the
California high beam type, built by
the Commercial Engine Works of Los
Angeles, and so constructed as to es- -

able-bodie-

d

j

1

j

Friday night

1

CO
TTOL
EN
Means Cleanliness
Economy
?

You can cut your butter bills in two if you will
confine the use of butter to vour table, and use Cottolene
which is just as good as butter for shortening, and better
for frying in cooking.
Cottolene costs no more than lard. It will go one - third farther
than butter or lard, because it is richer.
Cottolene contains no hog fat, but is a pure, vegetable product made from choicest
tin pails,
cotton oil. It is pure and clean, in source and making, is sold only in
which protect it from dirt, dust and store odors.
Cottolene is, healthful; Cottolene will produce the best results in
cooking; Cottolene is more economical than butter or lard.
Why not give Cottolene a trial, and serve your own best interests?
air-tig-

Try this Recipe:
Made only by

THE

N.K.FAIRBANK
I'

I

m

I

5

V

TUBERCULAR

COMPANY
I

ht

CREAM MUFFINS
1
2 eggs
pint sifted flour
Vl CUP Cottolene
cup milk
2 tablespoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
Mix the baking powder and
salt with the flour. Beat the
yolks of the eggs lightly, add
milk and stir quickly into the
flour, then stir in the softened
Cottolene and lasdy the egg
whites well beaten.
Fill a
greased muffin pan
full and bake 15 minutes in
a verv hot oven.
two-thir-

y

j

milch

good

'J"0 W.

10b!
FOR SALE -- Household goods.
Caspar. Must be sold at once.

FOR SALK two story residence on
Palace avenue. Lot 60x2-1- feei. O. (J
Watson & Co.
FOR RENT Houses furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
Court House.

losis camps because its highly concentrated nourish-

ment builds strength and resistive-powe- r
faster than
disease destroys. It assimilates without
taxing digestion, and contains no alcohol.

FOR

Ister
O. C.

Absolutely nothing equals SCOTT'S

EMULSION to strengthen the lungs and
drive out colds and coughs.
& Bownh, Bloonifield, N. J.

SALE National
Cash
two drawers practically
Watson & Co.

Reg-- ;

new.

.

I'TRNISHHD ROOM or rooms, niod-- !
ciii, near Palace hotel. Call morn-- ;
iiigs. Inquire at New Mexican.

n-- s
'

W.HAS
NEW VICE PRESIDENT

E. P. JIND S.

WANTED
Woman to take charge
as head waitress. Must
;of dining-roosj.euk Knglinh. Coronado Restaurant.
WANTED
TO BUY A cooking
range not smaller than six hole and
in good condition.
Address "C" this
office.

T. M.

Schumacher, traffic manager

o' the American Smelting

& Refining

company, has been elected
of the El Paso & Southwestern
system, in charge of all departments,
with headquarters at New York, effective November 1. says the Railway
Age. Mr. Schumacher was born Feb- at Williamsport, Pa.,
1(1, lsfi2,
and began railway work in 1ST!) as
-

telegraph operator tor the Atlantic &
Great Western. The following year
Coluni- went with the Cleveland,
bus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis as
freight clerk, and later was brakeman
and fireman on the Pittsburg, Cincin
nati & St. Louis, then bill clerk for
the Chicago, Burlington &, Quincy, until INS:!, when lie entered the employ of the .Missouri Pacific at St.
Louis, Mo., as bill clerk. He was chief
clerk of the St. Louis local office of
that road until 1885, when he returned
to the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincin-nati & Indianapolis, and during the!
following two years served as cashier,
chief clerk and contracting agent at!
St. Louis. In 1SS7 he became chief
clerk in the office of the general agent
of the I'nion Pacific at Omaha, Neb.,
and three years later was made gen-eral agent of that road at San Fran- cisco, Calif., which position he held
four years. He was subsequently fori
1

j

two years
and general
manager of the Continental Fruit Express, with headquarters at Chicago,
with (he exception of about six months
from November 1, llioo, to April 1,
1!)M1,
when lie resumed his former position. Mr. Schumacher was then1
until September, I'.MS. traffic manage!
0f the Oregon Short. Line, and subse-ruarquontly for a short, time was traffic
manager of the United Fruit company
at New York, fn 10"i he was made
general traffic manager of the rail-h- e

roads and industrial companies con- trolled by Phelps, Dodge & Company,
oi rew t oik, wiui neauquarcers ai
Chicago, where he remained until Dewhen he resigned to
cember 1,
of the
accept the
Denver fc Rio Grande and Western Pacific, with office at San Francisco. Mr.
Schumacher was appointed assistant
director of Iraffic of the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific systems on May
1, 11)10, with
headquarters at Chicago,
and on December
of that year became traffic manager of the" American
Smelting & Refining company and its
allied companies, with office at New
York, which position he now resigns
1

to become

Paso

of the

RENT Modern
FOR
liouse, 5
looms and bath, with large ward, new
range, fine location. Geo. M. Kinsell,
Phone

;jf,

V.

FOR SALE-Clea- n
stock or merchandise in country, good location,
good business. Good reason for
elling. Address Box 1. Lyden, N. M.

do-;n- g

IS
ANYTHING
YOU
THFRE
WANT TO KNOW about lost relatives
1 furnish
oi a stranger?
personal
from government records

concerning anybody, anywhere,
past 90 years. Laura S. Nichols,
tion B, Washington D. C.

for

Sta-

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
plies. Typewriters sold, exchange,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work arid typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe- Typiwriter ExPhone 2ol.
change.
Cleaned,

as a salesman?
opportunity for
or gentleman to
to $:',(i0 per month in
make from
selling the finest line of Art Calendars
and Ad Specialties in the United
States. Address at once The Augustine Company, Grand Island, Neb.
References with applications.
HAVE YOU ability
We have an excellent
a live, energetic lady

El

Southwestern system as
above noted. Mr. Schumacher is also
of the Nevada Northern and Bingham i Garfield.
&

A CAMPAIGN ISSUE IS

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

THE INCOME TAX AMENDMENT

ATTORNEYSATLAW.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
necticut, Delaware, New Hampshire,
Washington, D. C, Nov. e One of Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, West
issues involved in the
ginia, Wyoming, Massachusetts, New
presidential campaign is the fate of! Jersey and Utah. One more, Florida,
amendment meets in April, 1913. Virginia does
the proposed income-tato the constitution, proposed in con- not meet again until .January, 1914.
It will be seen, therefore that the
gress, July, 1909. A political overturning in the legislatures of three states present hope of securing ratification
presents the only hope that this lies with the eight states of Delaware,
amendment will become part of the Pennsylvania, .West Virginia, WyoNew Jersey,
ming, Massachusetts,
constitution.
The difficulty of amending the con- New Mexico and Utah, which at least
stitution is well illustrated by this have not declared against the proposituation. In order to adopt this sition.
In four of these states, namelv. West
amendment it is necessary that the
joint resolution of congress be rati Virginia, Massachusetts, New Jersey
fied by
of the state leg- and Utah, the resolution has passed
islatures. This necessitates the con- - one house of the legislature. In the
sent of HO states. Up to the present others, it. has simply been ignored.
Unless there is a political revolutime, the proposition has been ratified
there is little hope for the amend- tion,
33
action
states, necessitating
by
by
three more before the amendment can ment in such reactionary states as
Wyoming, Delaware and New Mexico.
become a part of the constitution.
If the progressives control West Vir-- i
The three necessary ratificatons
ginia, the amendment would be ratimust come from the following list of fied
The legisby this legislature.
New
states:
Massachusetts,
Jersey, lature of Pennsylvania is
unalready
New Mexico, Vermont, Connecticut,
der progressive tjontrol and there is
Delaware, New Hampshire, Pennsyl no reason
why the resolution should
vania, Rhode island, West Virginia, not be ratified at the next session
of
Wyoming, Florida, Virginia and Utah. the
Pennsylvania legislature.
All of these states have had one or
The suggestion to have an income
more opportunities to pass on the tax arose in connection with
the pasquestion, and have failed to ratify, sage of the Aldrich tariff bill, and the
Four of them have gone so far as to plan to propose a
constitutional
pass resolutions rejecting the pro-- i amendment was the result of the joint
posed amendment. They are Connec-- action of Senator Aldrich and Presi- ticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island dent Taft; in their effort to defeat an
and Vermont.
amendment to the tariff bill which
The legislature of 10 states will would have put a brand new income meet in January, 1913. They are Con- - tax law on the statute books.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
,' ;
City Attorney.
f
City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

--

Capital

17-1- 8

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N, M.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O. .
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

s

Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
aw.
Attorneys-at-'

Practice In the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estea-cla- .
N. M.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO

ADVh.-TlSE-

Readers 'or

i

aient in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
...
-- ZTr.
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,

..

.

Dentist.
for the hand of the Lord has touched
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
orient wears black vestme.)
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
SAINTS DAY ments, Tj'io
and the service is one of pro- Phone Red 6.
found sadness, suggesting to the faithOffice Hours 8 a. m. to 5 P. to.
Today is All Saints Day, the day ful to pray for the dear dead departAnd by Appointment.
well known as following Halloween ed.
,
and preceding All Souls' Day.
M. DSAZ,
DECIDE YOURRELF.
DR.
All Saints' Day is a great festival
'of the Roman Catholic church and is
DON GASPAfc
RESIDENCE,
Don't take our word for it.
dedicated to all the saints collective-- :
AVE
'
Don't depend on a stranger's stately. It became a festival in the sev"Phone, 220 Red
enth century and was definitely insti- ment.
Read Santa Fe endorsement.
WEST SIDE PL4ZA
tuted in A. D., 835. It is a holy day
OFFICE,
Read the statements of Santa Fe
of obligation and the faithful attend
Phone, 237 Black
mass as on Sunday. At the Cathe- citizens.
And decide for yourself.
dral and in the other Catholic church-- :
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
Here is one case of it :
es and chapels masses were celebrat-- I
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
ed this morning, the celebrant wearSanta Fe, N, Mex, says: "Two and a
MURRAY, M. D .
ing gold colored vestments. At the nan
years ago i gave a statement lor
Cathedral the 9:30 mass was attend-- :
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
ed by a large congregation. Rt. Rev. publication regarding my experience
with
I
Doan's
Pills.
Kidney
Today
Catton Block, Palace Ave., next
Monsignor Fourchegu was the cele-- : am
stronger in my praise of this remdoor to Wells Fargo lix.
brant. The choir furnished special
I suffered greatly
than ever.
233.
music which added to the impressive-- ' edy
from disordered kidneys, the pains in Residence PHONF,
Palace Hotel.
ness of the services,
my back being so acute that I had to
Phone Main 68.
ALL SOUL'S DAY.
stop work and sit down. The trouble
not
a
is
Tomorrow, All Souls' day,
steadily grew worse and I rarely
day of obligation, but is one of great knew what it was to be free from an
Soon after I began usdevotion, and is in commemoration ache or pain.
Is Going to Practice With
of the dead." The feast was institut-- , ing Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains
DR. R. H. MILLER.
ed in A. D., 998, in the monastery of and aches disappeared and my back
Clugny, from which me observance became strong."
Specialty . , Obstetric.
For sale by all dealers.
Prieo 50 Office, 115 Grant Ave., Saata Fe.
quickly spread over the Catholic
world. In Europe the entire, congre-- 1 cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
gation chant3 the psalm beginning New York, sole agents for the United
A Want Ad. in tin New Mexican
"Memmini mei, saltern vos, amid mei, States.
I
Remember the name Doan's and sees more people In one day than you
quia manus domini tetigit me" (Re--!
can see Sn a month. Try one.
member me, at least you my friends, take no other.

TODAY IS ALL

J.
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Vse hutter
on yu,

table

'
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Jfap,

in

Cottolene jjp

the'

kitchen

lLSE

?

Tell your story to
2,000,000
Twelve Dollars.
advert!
We will place your

J
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their progress can be prevented and often overcome. SCOTT'S EMULSION is used in tubercu-

Scott

SALE

FOR

Phohe Bishop's ranch,

SCOTT'S EMULSION

three-fourth-

j

Furnished rooms and board, corner
Palace and Lincoln avenues.

flourish in the most unexpected
places and quickly attack a
body weakened from colds.
or general debility, but if
the lungs are fortified with

Cal-;ary-

NEWS OF THE STATE
FIRE

FAGE SEVFN"

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

MRS. DR. BROWN

n

j

i

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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M 5ore&lre No! Cancerous

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

Mr. Farmer
HARVEST

YOUR

HANDS

WILL DO

While all Old Sores are not cancerous in their nature, every slow
Impuhealing ulcer shows a degenerated condition of the blood. Virulent
rities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while milder
and more inert germs are usually manifested ia the form of indolent sores
or dry, scabby places. Efforts to heal au old sore with external applications always result ia failure because such treatment does not reach the
Dioou, ana me vucer wiu conunue io t;a utcyu
the surrounding flesh as long as a polluted circulation discharges its impurities into it. S.S.S. heals
old sores of every nature by purifying the blood.
the trouble and
It goes to the fountain-hea- d
and morbid
the
out
drives
poisons
'
from
the
healing.
which
prevent
place.
impurities
Then a stream of rich, nourishing blood, which
S. S. S. creates, causes a perfect and natural knitfibres, making a thorough
ting together of- aH flesh T1n
enra rlrvJ'H not "COme
mini
source Has Deen
because
its
a
made
cure,
S.
S.
S.
has
when
back"
Book oa sores and ulcers and medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. C4.

,.-

THEIR MOUTHS

Consequently More Work-- in

Arid

The Fields

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries
So Would Most Any One Else !

Just Received

--

!

"Empress Flour"
OCTfiere

Is No Better Flour Ma&e At Any Price

!3f

TRY IT NOW!

Per Sack

$1.50
Phone

4

F. ANDREWS

SQDIT7

$1.50
Phone

4

THE
JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

E

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
s about advertising subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

aes-troye- d.

HAVEjVOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

EDUCATION

NOTES.

IN A VOTE.

State Secretary Lucero has received
many letters lately from voters asking about voting by affidavit on election day in one's own precinct although the voter has failed to register. After consulting with the attorney general, the secretary has answered the queries stating that there
is no reason why an unregistered voter may not cast his vote in his own
precinct, upon making proper affidavit. The law on the question is given in Chapter 64, 1903, Laws of New

There is no more graphic way of
presenting the growth of education in
New Mexico in the past twenty years
than by comparing the 24 page program of the forthcoming meeting in
Albuquerque with the little slip or
card printed for the first meeting held
in 1S91. The program of that meeting
shows that U Bradford Prince delivered the address of welcome. Great
eucators will be at the meeting this
year. Mr. Prince will not speak at Mexico.

DEFENSE OF
LABOR LEADERS
AT SALEM OPENS
The commonwealth today rested its case in the
trial of Joseph J. Ettor, Arturo
and Joseph Caruso, charged
with responsibility for the murder of
Anna Lopizzo. The prosecution presented testimony from nearly a hundred witnesses.
The district attorney submitted to
the court a circular introduced in evidence several days ago, signed by Ettor and Giovannitti, urging the strikers to "throw down the stairs" persons who sought to get them to go
back to work, and to "break their
bones."
Scott Peters, counsel for Giovannitti, moved that all testimony relat- Salem,

Mass.,

Nov.

1.

If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
Change of pictures tonight at th$
... - x':'
Elks', ....
Out
is thq- task of
Ballots
Sending
the county clerk, Marcelino Ortli, who
has immense packages of the votftlg.
r'
slips before him this morning.
'',
Richard Hudnut perfumes and toilet'
specialties. Zook's Pharmacy.
county
Marriage Licenses The
clerk has been busy lately issuing
wedding licenses, as follows: Petronia
Vigil and Pedro Vigil, of Condillo:
Iteymundo Garcia and Beatrice Nieto.
of San Pedro; Apolonio Roybal and
Genueva Quintana, of San Ildefonso. 4
Those
electric
irons a;
$5.00
"Sparks Electric Co. will sell for $4.50
while they last.
Helping John, (comedy drama) at
the Elks' tonight.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The finest rooms In the city, having
electric light, steam heat and bathi
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
FOK SALE Good saddle or driving
horse and buggy. Inquire at St. Vin'
".
cent's Sanitarium.
Of course it was a typographical
error which stated in 'the New Mexican yesterday that the degrees will
be conferred up to the 42d at the Masonic cathedral. The line shoftld have
read 32d. There is a higher degree
than the 32d but it is not conferred in
this city.
WANTED a large second hand base
burner at GOEBELS.
Don't fail to see Geo. Levee tonight
at the Elks'.
Halloween Social Dont forget the
Halloween social to, be held tonight

::'

The war department has ,sent out
an order to the national guard ofilcers
on the method of writing letters and
indorsements for official correspondence.
The letters must begin with
the words "from," title of writer apAnd then "to" with title of
pended.
the person addressed.
Many other
details are given, even as to folding
of the paper.
SWEARING

ing to his client except that concern-- j
ing the speech urging the strikers to
"prowl like wild animals at night," be
expunged. Mr. Peters declared the
evidence in the, case, implicating Gio-- i

vannitti "was not' enough to hang a
hair on."
J. H. Sisk, counsel for Caruso,
moved that all testimony relating to
events prior to the evening of Janu-- i
ary 29 be stricken out. J. S. Mahoney
representing Ettor, moved to take the
case from the juryon the ground that
the evidence was insufficient.
Judge Quinn skid he would grant
the right for renewal' of the motions
when all the testimony had been taken. Counsel agre'ed to' renew motions
later.
SEVEN HUNDRED LETTERS.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 1. Seven
hundred letters were brought before
the jury in the "dynamite conspiracy"
trial today to be read as evidence

vci

fect"'

The Richard Hudnut line of perfumes is uniformly of the highest
quality. Get them at Zook's.
Miss Lillian Cobbett, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald G.
Cobbett of Tesuque, died at 1:15 p. m.
yesterday, after a three weeks' illness. She had been improving when
she suffered a relapse at noon yesterafterward
passed
day and shortly
'
quietly away. Miss Cobbett possessed a lovable personality and marked
mental ability endearing her to her
many friends in and near Santa Fe:
Service will be held at the chapel of
Messrs. Mulligan and Rising on East
Palace avenue at 2 p. m. tomorrow,
Saturday. Friends are invited to

rr rnvcAXJTHPIHIlMC

For Halloween

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

&

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

Here
Is Where
The Draft

Enters

The most perfect draft ever

discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater! TTepnly draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

Just Arrived
Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VEL- VET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery

!
'
:.

Santa

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

.

A

com-busti-

t,

MISS A MUGLER

VA

The air enters at the top, drives

the combustible gases into the
fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
In other words, onlv half the
amount of fuel used in ordinary
heaters is necessary. The Wilson
is
making: perfect
possible and a fire can
be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heat
era fot either wood or coal.
j

Fe Hardware & Supply Col

i

-

1
Z

UT IT'S

B!

VOTE

with

Clothes; your
vote on that matter
is directly in your
own personal interest. If you vote right
you win a good deal
and if you should
vote wrong you will

may and ought
to be a serious matter to you on November 5th. Your
man may win or he
may lose. Which-

ever happens

i

myself at Cerrillos and at the enthusiasm shown over these two branches
which will mean so much for the
school children. Mrs. White delivered a splendid talk with telling ef-

HOT BLAST

v

YOUR

c

snow-flurrie-

accompanied the convention cii he is in New York
to Carrizozo state speaking iii tli3 interest of Mr.
all of the Taft, it is said. From all reports rewill continue ceived Mr. Taft will need votes as
well as speakers,- NATIONAL GUARD NEWS.
MATTERS.

The state corporation commission
turned over $1003.40 to the state treasurer, O. N. Marron, for corporation
fees received during October and the
Since
sum of $159 insurance fees.
the commission was organized,
has been turned over to the
tieasurer, exclusive of amounts handcomed in by the state insurance
Of this sum, $9,534.90 cormission.
poration fees, $7,998.00 insurance fees
and $25.60 miscellaneous.

d

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1. For X
New Mexico: Tonight and Satur- day generally faitf Not so cold Hi
".v.';. Saturday.

I

OFFICIAL NEWS.
CORPORATION

ing to help defray the heavy expenses of the ghosts from Hobgoblin-lauwill not be turned down.
A complete assortment of Hudnut's
fine toilet waters and perfumery just
Received. Zook's.
From 29 to 40 was the range in temperature yesterday with an average
relative humidity of 69 per cent.
There was a trace of snow. At 6 a.
m, today the mercury stood at 25 degrees. Yesterday was partly cloudy
with a mean temperature of ten degrees below the normal. Light
fell over the city during the
afternoon and at night and over the
foothills and nearby mountains.
; The Hoodoo's Curse, Helping John
and Blind Love at the Elks' tonight.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Content.
.Raising $150 for manual training
and domestic science, the Cerrillos
in
schools intend to get
furnishing a useful as well as ornamental education. County School Su

.

Governor McDonald,
by his wife, has gone
and his friends are
opinion that his health
to Improve.

Another Car of

will

LOCAL ITEMS.

germ-produci-

MORE WORK WITH

Wood's home. No adi.l perintendent John V. Conway said tobe
mittance
charged, but any day: "I am more than pleased at tho
tine desiring to give a free will offerreception accorded Mrs. White and

e

arrest.

1, 1912.

at Miss Laura

the forty-fivdefendants.
They were the correspondence taken-frothe office of the International
Association of Bridge and Structural
Iron Workers after J. J. McNamara's

against

NOVEMBER

a

month from that

time you'll be reconciled to the result
and continue to be
a patriotic and happy citizen.

lose. We want to
see you vote for our

Hart, Schaffner

Suits! Overcoats

& Marx

This is the polling
place. Young men,
especially, get in on
the new 'Varsity
Overcoat Models ;

Hart, Schaffner
-

CLOTHES
are far ahead of all
other candidates.
When all the votes
are counted they'll
be elected by a very

these smart styles.
We're making a big
hit with these goods
and we want one of
them to hit you.

Copyrictt Hart SchaCaer

&

Marx

ovmeckars, $16.50 & up
HART

Marx

great business in

large majority.

i

&

rETLSTResMARX

-

suits,

$18. oo ond

NATHAN SALMON

-

up

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
FINE CLOTHES
f

